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CHAPT~R I 
THE GENERAL TWO-WAY CLAS;iIFiyATION 
Theory From the Gene.ral Linear Hypothesis Model 
The primary object~ve of this investigation is to develop the theory 
a.nd methods necessary for the statistical analysis of a design which 
will be called the Slipped-Block Design. The basic model for this design 
is the same as for the general two-way classification without interaction, 
but it has s.ome special properties which simplify the analysis. Since 
the Slipped-Block Design is a special case of the general two-way 
classification,. the definition and description of the design will be de-
layed until the general tlleory underlying .the analysis of the general 
two-way classification is developed. 
Since the general two ... way classification is itself a special case of 
the general. linear hypothesis mod.el of less than full rank, a few defi-
nitions will be given and some basic theorems stated without pro.of from 
Graybill (1). Then the general two-way classification will be disc_ussed. 
DEFINlTION 1. The model Y = X[.3 + e, where Y is an n x l obs.erved 
ra.ndom vector, X is an n x p matri;x of known fixed quantities, [3 is a 
p x l vector of unknown parameters, and e is an n x l random vector, 
l 
2 
is called the general linear hypothesis model of less than full rank if 
each element of Xis either zero or one, and the rank of Xis ki.p. The 
distributional properties of the vector e are somewhat arbitrary. In 
this paper, two cases will be considered: 
(1) e distributed N (~, er 21) 
( 2) E ( e) = ~, and E ( e e 1 ) = r/I , 
DEFINITION 2. A parameter or a function of the parameters is said 
to be linearly estimable if there exists a linear combination of the 
observations .whose expected value is equal to the parameter or func-
tion of the parameters. Unless otherwise specified, when an estimable 
function is mentioned, it will be a linearly estimable function. 
THEOREM l. 
2 
In the model Y = Xf3 + e, if E(e) = ~ and Gov (e) = a- I, 
then the linear combination C 'f3 is estimable if and only if there exists 
a solution for r in the matrix equation X 'Xr = C. 
2 
THEOREM 2. In the model Y = Xf3 + e, if E (e) = ~ and Gov (e) = er I, 
then the best linear unbiased estimator of any estimable function C 'f3 
is r 'X 1Y, where r satisfies the matrix equation X 'Xr = C. 
DEFINITION 3. If C is a matrix such that C = (Cl' c 2 ~ , , • , Cm), 
where C. is p x 1, then the matrix function C 'f3 is said to be estimable 
. 1 
if each C'. f3 is estimable, for i = l, 2, •.• , m. 
1 
THE;OREM 3. In the model Y = Xf3 + e, Xf3 and X'Xf3 are estimable. 
THEOREM 4. 
' . If C{f3, Czf3, •.• , · C~f3 are estimable,. then any linear 
combination of these quantities is estimable. 
THEOREM 5. In the model Y = Xf3te, if the rank o.£ X is k, then there 
are exactly k linearly independent estimable functions. Furthermore, 
any estimable function must be a linear combination of the rows of 
Xf3. 
THEOREM 6. If C'f3 is an estimable function, and if r 1 and r 2 both 
. I I /'--.. -
satisfy X 'Xr = G, then r 1X 'Y = rz X 'Y = C 'f3 = C 1f3, where the symbol f3 
~ 
denotes any solution of the normal equations X 1Xl3 = X 'Y. 
DEFINITION 4. In the model Y = Xf3 + e, the linear combination of 
Parameters ~ c.f3. is called a cont~ast if~ c. = 0. . 1 1 1 
DEFINITION 5. A hypothesis H 0 is .called estimable if there exists 
a set of linearly independent estimable functions c1 [3, c2[3, ••• , C ~f3, 
such thatB0 is true if and only if c1[3 = C 2[3 = •.. = C~f3 = O. 
THEOREM 7. In the model Y = Xf3 + e, where X is of rank k, the 





___...._.,..._ ( Y'Y - f3 'X 1Y) is 
, n - k 
3 
invariant for any f3 that is a solution of the normal equations X'Xf3 = X'Y • 
Furthermore, the quantity 
..,z 
(n - k)er 
2 
er 
is distributed as chi-square 
~z z 
with n - k degrees of freedom, and er is an unbiased estimate of er • 




distributed as a non-central chi-square with k degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter A , where A µ'B_µ. = , if and only if B 
2<T2 
is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank k. 
THEOREM 9. In the model Y = Xf3 + e, the te.st of the hypothesis 
H 0 : f3 1 = f3 2 = , •• = f3q {q ~ k), which is equivalent to testing the 
linearly independent estimable functions C1[3 = C 2[3 = .... = G~ f3 = 0, 
can be carried out as follows: 
~ 
(1) Obtain any soiution to the normal equations X 1Xf3 = X 1 Y, 
and form R(f3) = Y'Y - f3'X'Y, where R(f3) denotes the 
reduction in the sum of squares due to [3. 
(2) Impose the conditions of the hypothesis H 0 (that is, assume 
HO is true} on the model Y = X/3 +··e to obtain the reduced 
model Y = Z y + e. Obtain any solution to the reduced 
normal equations Z 'Z y - Z 'Y and form R( y) = y 'Z 'Y. 
~ 
(3) Then the quantity 
/3 1X 1Y .Jy'Z'Y n-k 
is distributed -· 
Y'Y - /3 'X'Y s 
as a non-central F-variate with sand n - k degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter A • 
As a consequence of the above theorem, the following analysis 
of variance table can he written for testing the hypothesis H 0 : 13 1 = f3 2 
ass n - k 
- - P. - ... ~ - t-' • q 




exceeds .the tabular value of the F-yariate with s and n .- k .degrees of 
freedom. 
TABLE I 
AOV FOR THE GENERAL LINEAR HYPOTHESIS MODEL 
Source d. £. S.S. M.S. 
Total n Y'Y 
R{l3) k 13 'X'Y 
R(y) k - s y'Z'Y 
R(l3 j y) s ~'X'Y y'Z'Y = a a = a. ss ms ss 
----g--
Error n-k y1y ... 13 1X 1Y = E E = Ess S.S ms 
n-k 
The preceding -theorem and the analysis .of variance table, together 
' . 




is distributed as a non-central chi-square withs degrees of freedom 
and non-centrality parameter X. • Since the expected value of a 
non-central chi-square variable is the sum of the degrees of freedom 
and twice the non-centrality parameter, it follows that E (n:; ) = s + 2)c. 
This res_ult leads to .the following theorem: 
THEOREM: 10. Under the conditions of Theorem 9, . the non-centrality 
parameter is given by 
X. = 
s[E(a .)] 
ms . . 
s 
2 
The Scalar Model for the Gene.ral Two-Way Clas sificatio.n 
Le.t the model for the g.ene.rattwo-way classification.without 
interactio;n be given by 
i = 1, 2, , . t 
(1) y. "k = µ + Ti + 13. + e j = 1, 2, ... ' b lJ J ijk 
k = 1, 2, ... ' n· .. lJ 
where y. 'k is observation number kin cell ij; µ, T., and 13. are 
lJ 1 J 
unknown pa.rameters; and .the e. "k are random variables with mean 
lJ 
d . 2 zero a.n variance er • The e. "k will be ass.urned to be normally and lJ . 
independently distributed for the purposes of interval estimation and 
tests of hypotheses. Cell ij contains n .. observations, and, if 
lJ 
n .. = O, the cell contains no obser.vations. That is, the observations 
lJ 
·\~1~!t-.-
Y··o do not exist. The notation N. lJ 
and N •. = ~ E 
i j 





~ n .. , N = .~ n .. , 
j'::1 lJ • j i=l lJ 
Using .this notatio;n, the no.rmal equations forthe model in (1) 




13 : s 
~ ~ 
N •.• µ + ~ N. T + ~ N .13. = Y. •. 
1. 1. i • J J j -
µ + N :; + ~ n -~. = .Y 





µ + ~ n. T, + N 13 
i lS 1 • S S 
=Y 
. s. 
r = 1, 2, . • • , t 
s = 1, 2, ••• , b. 
6 
It is assumed that the .n .. ar.e values such that T, - r is estimable 
lJ ·l j 
7 
for every if j = 1, 2, ••. , t and that 13., .. 13., is estimable for eve~y 
1 J 
·,1 · 1 -1 2 b ·l t J - . 1 ' • • • t • This a.s sum]?tion leads to ,the following theorem: 
THEOREM 11. If the n .. in the model (1) are such that T. - T. and 
lJ 1 J 
13i' - ~j' are estima.ble for all i f j and all i' f ji, then 
(a) there are exactly b + .t - 1 linearly independent estimable 
functions, and 
(b) :E c.T. and :E d.13. a.re estimable if :E c = ~ d. = O. 
1 1 J J i J 
Prq.of: His .clear that.the b + 1.t -1 estimable functions Tl - T 2 , 
.N •• µ + :E N .. T. + :E N . 13. are linearly independent. There ar.e b+t+l 
.1. 1 • J J · 
parameters and th.erefore b tt + 1 equations .in the system of normal 
equations above. The sum of the t equations for T is equal to the 
r 
equation for µ. Also, the sum of the .b equations for 13 is .equal to 
s 
.the equation for µ. Hence there are at least two linearly dependent 
equations .among.the b +>t +1 normal equations.· This, coupled with 
Theorem 5 and the .fact that. there are .b + t v l linearly independent 
estimable functions, implies that the rank of the normal equations is 
exactly b + t - 1. 
Since the r. - r. are estimable for all i f j, every linear 
1 J 







(ri - rj) t , j f i, is considered., then it follows that 





t ~ 'T. = 
j}i 'J 




(T. - 7',), 
l 
This shows 
that T. - T. is estimable fo.r all i. 
i 
Therefore, by Theore.m 4 again, 
~ c.(T. - r.) is estimable, but this becomes ~ c.T. if·~ c . = 0. A 
.i l l l ' i 
similar result follows for ~ d.13.. This completes ·the proof. 
J J 
A Matrix Model for the General Two-Way Classification 
It may be desirable to us.e a matrix model rather than the scalar 
model given in (1), and such a model is defined by 
(2) Y = X y + e, 
where Y is an N •• x 1 vector of observations, X is an N •• x (b + .t + l) 
· matrix, y is a (b +. t + 1) x 1 vector of parameters,. and e is an 
N •• x 1 vector having mu~tivariate normal distribution with mean ~ 
d . . .2 an covariance matrix o- I. Now partition y so .that y' = [µ. 13' T'],· 
8 
where µ. is. 1 x l, 13 is b x l, and T is t x 1. Partition X into [ x0 x1 X 2J, 




It is .worthwhile to note th,at x0 is an N •• x l vector in which each 
ele.ment is unity; since µ is .in eve.ry obs.erva.Hon. Also,. an m x n 
matrix all of whose elements are equal to unity will be denoted by 
J: , or simply by J, if the dimensio;ns are obvious. The x1 matrix 
has a column corresponding to each block, and if the observations 
are ordered by blocks, then the first column of x1 will have a one 
for each observation contained in block 1. That is, the first 
t 
~ n. elements will be equal to one, and all other elements in the 
i=l 11 
9 
first column will be zeroes. The second column of x1 will have zeroes 
t t 
for the first ~ n. 1 elements, then 
i=l l 
~ n. 2 elements all equal to .one, . 1 l 
1= 
and .the remaining .elements will be zeroes. This arrange1nent continues 
t 
so that all elements of column bare zero except the last 
elements, and these are all equal to one. 
The X 2 matrix has a column corresponding to each treatment, 
and if the columns are in numerical order corresponding to the 
t 
treatments, then the first ~ n. 1 elements of the .first column will 
i=l l 
consist of nll one.s followed by zeroes; the next group of 
elements will consist of n 12 ones followed by zeroes; and this pattern 
t 
continues so that the last group of ~ n.b elements will have nlb 
. 1 l 
1= 
ones followed by zeroes. In general, for r > 1, column r of x 2 
r-1 
will have ~ n. 1 zeroes followed by n unity elements, and then 
i=l L rl 
10 
t t 
. ~ • nil zeroes for the first group of 
1=r+l 
~ n elements. The s e.cond 
i=l n 
t r -1 
group of ~ ni 2 ele.ments will have ~ n. .zeroes,. then nr2 unity 
1. --1 . 1 12 1:. 
elements, and finally zeroes. This same pattern continues 
t r-1 
so that the last group of ~ n.b elements has ~ n.b zeroes, then 
i=l l i=l l 
t 
nrb on.es, .and finallyi=.~+lnrb zeroes_. 
Each element of the vector µ is the s.calar µ, the eleme.nts of the 
vector 13 are .the .b block constants, and the elements of 'Tare the. t 
. treatment constants.. As a.n illus.tration to aid the preceding 
description, the twenty obeervatio.ns in Table II can .be represented 
in matrix for.m as shown in Illus.tration I. 
TABLE lI 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE GENERAL TWO-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
- ' Blocks '' ; 
6 4 
3 .1 
2 2 0 
3 4 3 4 2 4 2 
Treatments 1 1 5 3 N = 
2 1 0 
8 7 2 0 3 
9 
4 8 3 
2· 6 




MATRICES FOR 'i'HE EXAMPLE IN TAB1..E II 
y X 6 e 
Xo xl xz 
6 1 •· .. 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 µ elll I· .. 
r 
3 1 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 131 euz 
I 
I 
3 1 1 0 0 I 0 1 .0 0 13z .e211 I 
I 
I 
1 1 1 0 0 I 0 1 0 .. 0 133 e212 I I 
I + 
8 1 1 0 d 0 0 1 0 'T 1 e311 
9 1 1 0: ..... 0 0 0 1 0 'Tz e31Z 
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 'T3 ·e411 
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 'T4 e41Z 
.... ;·~ - ~ - - - - - - - ... - - - - --- s-.- - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - -
l 
I 
4 0 1 0 I 1 0 0 0 elZl I 
1 -. 1 0 1 o· 1 0 0 0 el22 
4 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 e221 
1 1 O' 1 0 0 1 0 0 e·222 
3 1 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 e223 
5 1 d 1 0 0 1 b 0 e224 
7 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 e321 
---·------~-----------------------~--I 
1 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 e231 
3 1 o· 0 1 ' 0 1 0 0 e232 
8 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 e431 
6 1 0 0 1 er 0 0 1 e432 
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 e433 
'' '' •. J 
one eliam.etj.t equal to unity since p.o observation c4h c1-ppear in more 
... ·; . . .. ' ! 
'' '' 
12 
than. one bl~~k.' The, sam~ thin~ iiJS true a~out x 2 ·Sfnc_e no observation 
• i::1 ' , 
·i' ! . 
receive:~ n:iore than one tr~atme·ht. Since each coiumn of x1 contains 
/1. ' / . ' .. 
,::' ! ; 
~- one for ea~h observatio11. appe,q:-ing, in that block, it follows that 
x 1• X 1 is diag.onal with di~gonal elements equal to N ., the number of • J 
observations in each block. Similarly, Xz',' 2 is diagonal with 
di~gonal elements N. ,.and thematrixx2•x1 =N = [n .. ] ,.where the ·. . . 1. lJ 
;nij 's are ~-s defined in .the :Pievious s_ection. Note further that in the 
layout of T~ble ):I, the matrix N ca;n be written d-()wn direc-tly by 
letting the colu:i:nns of the N matrix cor:re·spond to the columns for 
block.a in the table, and the rows of the matrix would correspond to 
treatments. ·.'I;?:ie number of observations in each cell then becomes 
an element .of ,N as 0shown in. Table II. 
The following .two relationships also must hold since there are N .• 
ob_s_ervations _and each row of x 1 and ,:X 2 has only one element equal to 
unity whHe t~e otl?,er_s are zeroes; 
() b N.. 1 •-Jl a X / i = J 1 . and J b X 1 - N •• 
64) 
t N.. 1 , 1 
(b) X 2J 1 = J 1 and Jt X = J 2 N •• 
b 
With these relations, (3) ~an be written as Y = x1(J1 µ. + 13) + .X 2T + e, 
.,,,. ~-ince X/~ µ. = x 0µ.. Now i~ a. = ~ µ. + 13,. the model becomes 
(5) 





-X' X ] Cl X' 






Upon perfo.rming the indicated multiplicationt the expre.s sion above 
becomes 
-(6) X 1X 1cr + X1X 2 T = x1Y 
and 
(7) 
Note that x1 x 1 has an inverse since it is diagonal with non-zero 
elements on the diagonal since every block contains at least one 
observation. 
-If equation (6) is solved fo.r a in terms of T, the solution 
~ -1 ·-
a = (X' X ) (X I Y - X' X T ) 
1 1 l' 1 2 
is obtained. If this result is substituted in (7), then 
-1 - -X I X [ (X' X ) (XI y XI X 'f ) ] + X I X = X I y 2 1 . 1 1 1 - . l 2 .· 2 27 2 
or 
.. 1 
If it is now agreed to let A = x 2x 2 ,.. x 2x 1(x1x 1) X 1X 2 and 
q = [Xz ... XZXl(XiX1)-1xiJ Y, then (8) can be written as 
~ 
(9) AT= q, 
and this is .a system of t equations in t unknowns. 
In order to solve the system (9), it will be helpful to determine 
its rank. The symbol r(B) will be used to denote the rank of a 
matri~ B. First, the following. lemma will be proved: 
LEMMA 1. The sum of the t rows of A is $1 , or equivalently, 
t 
14 
J~A = $~ . A similar result holds for the columns since A is symmetric. 
(4) that 
1 1 1 ... 1 
J A = JN X2 ,.. J Xl(Xl1Xl) X'Xz t • • N. . 1 
. 1 1 I 
= J X ,.. JbXlX2 N.. 2 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 12. The rank of the matrix A is t - 1. 
Proof: By Theorem 11 and the assumption immediately preceding it 
with regard to the estimahility of T 1. - 'T ., there are t - l linearly . J 
independent estimable functions of the T .• -These functions must come 
1 
from the system A; = q. Therefore r(A) is at least t - 1. In view of 
the preceding lemma, r(A) is at most t - L Hence it follows that 
r(A) is exactly t .. 1. This completes the proof. 
Before proceeding with the solution of the system AT = q, some 
more useful relationships will be derived. Fir st of all, referring 
-1 
back to equation (8), if G 1 is defined by G' = X£ - x2x1 (X1X1) x1, 
then (8) can be written as 
(10) G'X T = G'Y. 
2 
G 'X = X 'X .. X 'X = "' 1 2 1 2 1 'I'· 
He.nee it.lbllows readily that 
G'G ~ [ x2 ~ x1x1(XiX1)-1xlj [X2 - lCl(XiX1)-1xiX2J = G'Xz = A, 
and therefore (10) can be written as 
l 
(11) G'G1' = G'Y, 
which is the same .system as AT :!: q. 
Sinc.e th'e rank of the system AT = q is t - 1, one additional 
r,estriction earl. be imposed on the ;, in order to obtain a unique 
- 1 
... 
solution. One condition that is usefQl to impose is :£ T. = O. This 
1 
1... .·. ... -1 t ... 
can be written JtT = O, so that the syst.ems A"J",;::q and (A+ t J/r = q 
have exactly the same solution when this restriction is used. The 
1... ... 
restriction Jt T = 0 anc1 the equations AT = q can be combined in the 
:form. 




0 z 0 , 
a,nd if A* is defined by 
A*= 
it is necessary to show that A* is non-sing'ular. However, a more 
15 
general theorem will be p.roved to cover. the use of any non-estimable 
function of .the T. as .an additional restriction to solve the system 
1 
A; = q. Let >..: i7 = O, where >.i 'T is .a .non-estimable function of 
the T.• If the vector X. 1 = ( x. 1 X. 2 .•• X. ), then ~ \.. f 0, for if 1 t 1 
~ X.. = O, X. 1T is an estimable function by Theorem 11. If the matrix 
1 
A 1 is defined by 
A -1 -
A 
X. 1 0 
the following. theorem can be proved: 
THEOREM 13. The (t +1) x (t + l) matrix A 1 is non-singular. 
Proof: If the matrix A is written as 
all A12 
A = 
A21 A 22 ' 
.where all i~ 1 x 1, A 12 is 1 x (t - 1), A 21 is .the transpos.e of A12, and 
A 22 is (t - l) x (t - 1),. then since the rows and columns of A sum to 
zero by Lemma 1, it follows. that the sum of any t - 1 rows (columns) 
is equal to .the remaining row (column). Therefore, the matrice.s 
below all have the same rank. ', This is indicated by the equivalence 
symbol. 
0 0 
A21 A22 A21 A22 Azz 
16 
17 
Now A 22 is non-singular since r(A) = t - 1, for if r{A22) were 
less .than t - 1, an additional row a.nd column dependency could be 
found, a.nd this .would make r{A) less than t - 1. This would contradict 
Theorem 12.. Hence r(A22) = t - 1, and jA22 j f O. 
The following matrices are equivalent with respect to rank for 
the same reasons used previously. Let X. * denote the last t - 1 
elements of X.. Then 







0 ~ ~X.. 
1 




- ~ A22 A, * 
~ X.. X. *1 0 
1 
Now let B denote the last ma.trix above, and if I BI }s expanded in 
terms of elements of the first row, then 




.If the reduced determinant is expanded ,in terms :of the first column, 
then s.ince .~ X.. is now in row t, the result is 
1 
Therefore A 1 is non-singular sine~ B is non-singular and A 1 is 
equivalent to B with regafd to rank. Hence the .rank of A 1 is t + .1. 
This .co;mplete.s the proof. 
-1 
· S:uppos.e now tha.t A 1 is .written as 
-1 
Bll Bl2 
A = 1 
B21 B2,2 
where BU is t x t, B12 is t x 1, B 21 is .the transpose of B12, and B 22 
is 1 x l. Then consider the system 
A q 
= 
>...' 0 z 0 ' 





Performing the indicated multiplication gives .the solution Z = 0 and 
-r · = B11q, so ,that the following theorems can be proved: 
) . . . )-1 1 THE·OREM 14. (a B 21 = Biz=(~\ Jt 
(b) B 22 = 0 
(c) 
(d) 
~ 'I\1 = ~ 
B 11ABU = BU 
,, 
18 
.'. -1 1 
AB = I - (L X. 1.) >... Jt , 11 t a.nd ABU is a symmetric (e) 
idempotent matr.ix of ra;nk t - 1. 
Proof: Sinc.e J\A1-l = I,. it :follows _that 
A 





and if the multiplication is performed and the col;'responding elements 
equated, the following equations must hold1,j 
(1) 
(2}' 
ABU+ X.B21 =\ 
AB +·kB = m 
12 2:2 ~ 
(3} X.'Bu = B 11 X. = ~ 
(4} >..tB = 1 . 12 
. 1 1 I 1 
Proof of (a):. -Multiply (1) above by Jt to .obtain JtAB11 + Jt X.B 21 = Jt,. 
1 m . . -1 ·1 
aµd since JtA = 'Y,from Lemma 1, B 21 ;;: ( Z~i) Jt. It follows that 
1 
since Jt~ = O, and~ X.i f o. it follows that B 22 = O. 
Proof of (c): This is (3) aboye. 
Proof of _(<;I)# Multiply (1) by B11 on the left to obtain B11AB11 + 
. · -1 l 
Proof of. (e'): Smee B 21 = ( ~X. i} J t , substituting for B 21 in (1) gives 
. . ... 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
.tha.t (AB11)(AB11) = I - 2(!: X. . ) X.J + (!: X. . ) X.J = l - (:E X. . ) X.J • · .. · 1 t 1 t 1 t 
Therefore AB11 = B11A is .a symmetric idempotent matrix. Since the 
rank of an idempotent ma. t.rix is equal to its trace, it follows that 
-1 1 = trace [I] - (!; X. .) trace [J x..] 
t 1 t 
-1 
= t - (!: X. ;) (!: X..) = t - 1. 
1 1 
This complete.s the pro.of of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 14. l 
-1 t 
equal to Bll + t Jt • 
-1 t 
The matrix A+ t Jt is non~singular with inverse 
. . -1 t - -
· Proof, The .system (A +t Jt) r = q is equivalent.to Ar= q if the 
- - ' t re$triction !: r 1 = 0 is imposed. This means X. 1 T = O, where X. = J:1 • 
. -1 t 
Therefore AB11 = I - t J t , and now it is noted that 
This completes the proof. 
-T_HEOREM 15. If the restric.tion 'X. 1 T = 0 is used in o.rder to solve 
- ... . ... 1 
the sys.tern AT= q., then.E(r) = T - (!:: A..) 'X.(r.). 
l 
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Proof: First note that E(q) ::: E(G'Y) = E[G' (µJ~· • + x1 13 + x 2T + e}], 
or E(q) ::: E(G 1 X 2T + 0 1 e) since G' r:.· · = ~ and G 1X 1 = .~ • Now since 
G'Xz = A and E(G 1 e}::: G'[E(e)]:;:: ~ , it follows that E(q) = AT. 
Hence E(r) = E(B11q) ::-; B11E(q) = B11AT, .but from Theorem 14$ B11A 
This completes the proof. 
It has now been shown that.if the system A'T:::: q is solved by 
imposing .the restriction )l..'r = 0 1 where A 1 r is any non-estimable 
~ -
function of the Ti' then the solution is always r = B11qs, and E(T) is 
-1 
always r - (!: A.} A(T. ). 
1 
-Since the covariance matrix of T is needed in order to determine 
confidence intervals on~ c.T., where ~ c. = O, the following theorem 
1 1 1 
will now be proved: 
~· 2 
THEOREM 16. Under the con4itions of 1 Theorem 15, Gov (r} ::: cr B11 • 
Proof: 
Since .q = G'Y from equation (10), it follows that 
Cov (q) = ~ov (G'Y) = E{G 'Y ~ E(G.1Y)][G 1Y - E(G' Y)] 1• • 
' ' 
'!iPw E(G'Y)·= ~[G1 (X1a+ x 2;r + e)l, but GiXl 7 ~, and.E(e) =;'~,so:that 
E(GiY) :: a•x2·'T. This meftns that 
G'Y - E(G'Y) = G'(X1a. + :x 2r + e) - G 1X 27 = G'e, 
and therefore it follows that 
But. this me~ns 
Gov (q) c E[(G'e)(G' e) '} 
' = G'[E(ee1}]G 
' 
= G'(cr~I)G 
· Zc·, 2 = er G = .cr A. 
. from (d) of Theorem. 14 •. This c9mpletes the proof. 
.... 2 
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Note now that. the covariance matrix of 7 is er B11, and the inverse 
f . ,..1 t . -1 t . . d, , · h · f o A1+t .:{t 1sB11 + t Jt. However, m eterm1n1ng.t eva.r1ances.o 
~ 
the estimates of treatment differences,' say Var (r. - 7 .), it does not 
' ' l J 
' 'f 2 2( ... 1Jt ) . d . h f 1 matter 1 rr. B11 or a:- Bli + t t 1s use 1n t e ormu a 
. /""'-. ...... ' - •, .· ·- .... ...... 
Va.r (T~ - T .) = Var ('i". - r.) + Var(r. - r.) - 2 Cov[(7 .... r>), (7. - -r. )}, 
l J ··1 • J l J 
. · ... 1 t 
because the contributions from t J add to zero. ' ·t 
Te~t of the Hypothesis H0 : 7l = r 2 ::= • • • = T t 
If it is desired to test the hypo.thesis tt0 : r 1 =,r2 = ••• ·=rt. 
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and .construct an analysis of variance table from which this test can 
be performed,. it is .best to make use of Theoren1 9. This .theorem 
states that for the general linear hypothesis model Y = Xj3 + e, 
-R((3) = f3'X'Y, where (3 is any solution to the normal equations 
-X'Xj3 = X'Y. 
The original matrix model for the general two-way classification 
was Y = X y + e, and this was rewritten as Y = x 1a + X 2·r + e, with 
the normal equations being 
' ~ - -It then follows that R( y) = R(a, T) = <i0x 1Y + T0X 2 Y, where a 0 and T 0 
are any solution to the above no.rmal equations. 
and therefore 
- 1 - . ~1 -
= Y'X1(x11x 1) :-_ ..X 1 Y - r' X'X (X'X ) X' Y + Tr x• y ~1. O 2 1 1 1 1 · 0 2 
~ 
Since G 1Y = q, the coefficient of TO above is q. It.follows that 
(13) R(a 1 T) = Y'X (X'X ( 1x•y + ; 1 q. 1 1 1 1 O 
Under the hypothesis H 0 , let T 1 = ·'T 2 = ••• = T = 7' *, where 7>:< is t . 
J ,:>. 
()• 
a scalar. Then the model Y = x1a. + X 2T + e becomes 
_ X t * . . t N.. h Y - X1a. + 2J 1 T + e, and smce x 2J 1 = J1 , t is can be written 
N.. b 
as Y = ~a. + T*J1 + e. If it is recalled that a. = µJ1 + 13 aµ.d that 
X Jb = JN •. , it is then possible to write 
1 1 1 
. b 
Now le.t a.* = (µ + T*)J1 + ~' so .that the reduced model can be written 
as Y = x1a.* + e, and a.* and.~ are not the same unless \ = 0 for all i. 
For the model under H0 .,. Y = x1a.* + e, the norma\ equa.tion.s are 
XiX1a* = XiY, so that 'a.* = (XiX1)-1XiY, and therefore 
R(a.*) = a* 1X'Y = Y'X (~ X )-1x,y 1 l 1 1 1 • 
From the general. linear hypothesis, R('T I a.) = R(a., T) - R(o.*), so 
that reference to (13) gives R(T I a.) = ;~q. ... Since 'TO is any solution to 
the system A;= q, it follows that ; 0 = B11q. Then R(rla.) ~ q'B11q, 
so .that the following analysis of variance table can be written in 
order to .tes.t H0 : Tl = T 2 = ••• 
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TABLE III 
AOV FOR THE GENERAL .TWO-WAY GLASSIFICA TION 
Source d. f. 
Total N •• 
R{a., r) b + t .. _1 
R(a.*) b 
R{'T I a.) t - 1 




· Y'X (X'X·) X'Y 1 1 1 -1. 
q'Buq 
·I). p 
Consider now that since q. = G'Y, _ then q 1B11q is Y 'GB11Gry, a.nd 
note that (GBuG')(GBllG') = G 1B11G 1GB11G 1 = G'BuAB11G = G'BuG, 
so that G 1B 11G is .idempotent. Since Y - N(µ.*• <r
2I), where 
i,xf< = µ.J~·· + xi13 + X 2T, it follows _from Theorem Sthat 
q'B q 
11 
Y 1GB G'Y 




with degrees of freedom equal to r(GB11G 1 ) and non-centrality 
parameter µ*'GB G'µ* 11 . ' 
Since GBnG' is idempotent, its rank is .equal to its trace so that 
r(GBuG') = trace GBuG' = trace G 1G13i1 = trace ABU, and ABU has 
rank t "." 1 by virtue of Theorem 14. 
25 
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2 1 . ·. . N •• 
Now 2cr "- = ('µ.J + f3lXJ + T 1X' )GB· G 1(p.J. + X 1(3 +X 2T), but N.. 1 2 11 1 
Jl G = ~' G•JN. • = ~, and also GJX1 = ~, s.o that N.. 1 
2 
2cr A. = T'X 2GB11G•X 2T. However, G•x 2 = A, and since A is 
2 
symmetric, X1G = A also. It then follows that Zcr )I. = T 1AB11ATt 
-1 t -
but since AB11 = I - t jt when the restriction :2.::\ = 0 is imposed, the 
2 
expression for Zcr A. 
--1 t 
becomes '7" 1(l - t J )A = rTAT, 
t 
since J 1 A = ~ • 
t 
If HO is true, then Tl!= T 2 = ••• 
q'B q 
and· 11 has a central chi-square distribution with t - 1 degrees 
2 
(j 




N •• -b-t+l 
t - 1 
has a non-central F-distribution with t - 1 and N •• - b - t + 1 
degrees of freedom and n:qn-centrality parameter A. = .,....._ ......... 2 .......... _ 
2o-




If reference is made to Theorem 15, and "- is chosen to be J 1 , 
-1 t -
which is equivalent to solving the system (A + t J t )T = q under the 
~ - -1 t - - t 
restriction ~7'i = O, then E(T) = T .. t ··('T. )J1 or E(T) = T - (T. )J1 . 
It follows that E(r.) = T - (T.) if the /h element of E(T) is .chosen. 
1. i 
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Reference to Theorem 16 gives the result that if b .. is any element of 
lJ 
d h • , 1 A O 2 [~ ~ B11 un er t e restriction Jt T = , then er b .. = Gov (T: - T. ), (7. - T. )]. lJ 1 J 
If the variance of the estimate of any two treatment differences is 
desired, it can be obtained as indicated in the section on the ntatrix 
model for the general two~way classification. 
If it is desired to set a cop.fidence interval on Z C.'T., then it is 
1 1 
noted that 1: c.(T. - T.) = z c,7. since 1: c. = 0 for all estimable 
1 1 1 1 1 
functions. 
2 
Therefore 1: c.T. is distributed N[ 1: c,'T,j) er z c.c.b .. ], 
1 1 J. 1. l J lJ 
and 
t C.T. '- 1: C.T. 
u= 11 11 
is di$tributed N(O, 1). 
IT~:1'.; C,C .b,. 
l J lJ 
If reference is made to Table III and the discussion following it, 
it is evident that v = 
E 
ss is distributed as chi-square with 
-y 
(J' 
N •• ,.. b - t + 1 degrees of freedom and is independent of u. It follows 
that 
u 
~ N ....... bv-t+l 
has Student's t-distribution with N .. - b - t + .l 
E 
degrees of freedom. 
ss 
N .. -b-t+l 
is the error mean square, it will be Since 
denoted by Ems , and therefore al - a. confidence interval on~ ciTi 
is given by 
(14) 
~ 
~ c.(T. - T.) - C~ ~C.T. 
1 ·l 1 ·l 
~ 
L ~c.(T. - T.) + C, 
.1 1 
where C = t /2\ IE ~c.c .b .. , and t /2 is the tabular value of 
a : \J m s 1 J lJ a 
S.tudent's t with N~. - b - t + 1 degrees of freedom for the desired 
value of a.. 
Ano.ther value of )I. which gives some very useful results in the 
... 
solution of the system AT = q is :>,,. 1 = (0, 0 1 ••• , O., 1$ O, ••• , 0), 
28 
th 
where the one occurs as the s element of :>-..' 8 This is irnpo sing the 
... ... 
restriction that T = 0 o.n the system AT = q. For this value of 11. 
s 
1 '"' 
Theorems 14 and 15 state that B11A = I - :>-.. Je so that E(T) = B 11A 
... 
becomes T - Hence E( 'I'))= T. - T 
.1 1 S 
... 
It is .evident that the restriction T = 0 is equivalent in actual 
s 
. d l . . h th . .th · practice to. e et:mg t e s row and column of A, the s element of 
~ ... 
T and q in the system AT = q, and then solving the system oft ;;.. 1 
equations in t - l unknowns, A':0 :•; ,:o:< = q** • However,. the results of 
Theorems 14, 15, and 16 hold in g.eneral for any non-estimable 
condition on the T. • Therefore fo.;r the condition described above, 
1 
~ 2 
Gov (T)::: Cf' B11 is such that if bt( is any element of B11 under the 
restriction. T 
s 
2 ~ ~ 
= 0, then d b:!<;!< = Gov [ ( 7'. - 7' ) , ( T. - 7' ) J • 
lJ 1 S J S 
If the 
variance of the estimate of any two treatment differences is desired, 
then the same procedure described before can be used. 
Setting cont;idence intervals on a linear ·combination of the r., 
·l 
29 
say E c.T. t follows .as :i,n the previo.us case. Since only contrasts _are 
1 1 .. · 
' ' /""-. ... 
est~able, it follows that ~ c. (r. - T ) =· E c.+. • Therefore ·:!: c.T. 
. 1 . 1 S .· 1 1 1 .1 
2 ' 
is dis.tributed N[:Z c.'T,., er E c.c.b,>~* }, ,;1.nd 
.1 l .1 J lJ 
µ. = 
... 
2:: <;;,'T. - !; C.'T. 
1 1 1 1 
cr\[i; c.c.b?:* 
.l J lJ 
is .distributed N(O, 1). Since the distributional properties remain the 
same regardles.s 0£ the X. that is us.ed, the desired 1 - a confidence 
interval is given by 
(15) 
/"-. .~ 
E c,('T ... T ) .. D ~ E c.T. ~ E c,('T. - 'T ) + D, 
1 l S l l .l l S 
whe.re -D:;: t 'IE E c.c.b~:* · · a./2\J m:s 1 J 1J 
CHAPTER II 
THE GENERAL SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGN 
Definition and Notation 
The General Slipped.-Block Design will be defined as a special case 
of the general two-way classification without interaction. The 
correspondence between the notation used in Chapter I for the general 
two-way classification and the .notation for the General Slipped-Block 







The number of blocks is b. 
The number of treatments is t. 
N . = k. is the number of observations in block j, where 
• J J 
j = 1, 2, • 9 ·e , b I and n .. is O or 1 for all i and j. lJ 
N. = u. is the number of observations on treatment i, where 
1. 1 
i = 1, 2, • • • , t. 
The symbol w denotes the number of treatments common 
pq 
to block p and block q. The number w will be called the 
pq 
overlap, and it is defined only for p <.. q. 
·The symbol s · denotes the positive difference be.tween the pq . 
number of the first treatment in block q and the number of 
30 
the first treatment in block p. The number s will be . pq 
called the slip, and it is defined only for p L q. 
The preceding .notation leads to the following .useful relationships: 
(7) k. ::: w. ·+.l + s , for j = 1, 2, ••• , b - l 
J J, J . j, j+l 
b-.1 
(8) t=~s +k 
j=l j, j+l b 
The following restrictions must hold in order for a general two-way 
classification to be called a Slipped-Block Design: 
(9) 
(10) 
w. . 1 > 1 for j = 1, 2, ••• , .b - 1 J, J+ 
s. . +l ~ 1 for j ::: 1, 2, , • • , . b - 1 
J, J. 
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Property (9) above is necessary in orde.r to satisfy the assumption 
immediately preceding Theorem 11. Property (10) is the feature which 
giveS" the Slipped-Block Design its name, since it requires the first 
treatment in block (j+l) to have a higher number than the first 
treatment in block j. This is equivalent to Hslipping 11 block j down in 
the statistical layout in order to obtain block (j+l). 
In o.rder to clarify the definition of the Slipped-Block Design, 
examples .of two-way classifications which are Slipped-Block Desig11s 
are given in Illustration II with the values of b, t, k., u., w . , and 
. . J 1 pq 
s as indicated. An "x" deno.tes an observation in the statistical 
pq 




EXAMPLES OF SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGNS 



































X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 




b ::: 4; t = 7 
kl ::: k 3 = 3 ; k z = 4; k 4 = 2 
u1 ::: u 7 = l,· u = u = u = u :::: u 6 2 p 4 5 - 2 
wl2 = .2; wl3 = 0; w 14 ::: 0 
w23=2;w24=0 
W34::: 1 
s 12 ::: l; Sl3 :: 3; s 14 ::: 5 
s = 2; s = 4 
23 24 
b = 5;. t = 8 
k. =4forallj 
J 
u1 = u 8 = l; u 2 = u 7 = 2 
u 3 ::: u 6 :;:: 3; u 4 = u 5 = 4 
w 12 = 3; w 13 = 2; w 14 = l; w 15 = 0 
w 23 = 3·; w 24 ::: 2; w 25 ::: 1 
w ·::i: 
34 
Sl2::: l; Sl3::: 2; S14::: 3; 
S23 :::J; S24::: 2; 
S34 ::: t; 
W45::: 3 
S15::: 4 
S25 ::: 3 
s35 = 2 
s45 = 1 
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The analysis of the General Slipped-Blo.ck Design can be performed 
by cons.ide.ring it as a gene.ral two-way classification a.nd proceeding in 
the manner des.c:ribed in Chapter I.· No simpler analysis will be given 
in this paper. However,. if some additional assumptions are made, 
a simpler analysis is possible for certain cases. These analyses 
will be given in the remainder of this paper. 
The Slipped-Block Designs considered in this paper will be 
assumed to have N . = k. = k observations .in each block. For any. two 
• J J 
adjacent blocks, the slip wilLalways .be sj,j+l = s, a;nd the overlap will 
be w. ·+i = n •. The slip and overlap for any two .blocks which are .not . J, ,J . 
adjacent wiU not be of any importance. 
If refe.re;nce .is made to .the discussion following Ta.ble Il, it becomes 
apparent that :)f;1,x1 will.always have diagonal elements N .. = k, and . • J . 
-1 -1 
. therefore (Xi X1) = k lb when the above as.sumptions are made .• · The 
matrix A = X2X 2 .- x2x1 (XiX1)-l Xi X 2 .defined for the general two-way 
defined to be X~X1, :j.t follows that 
(1) 
The same substitutions used above to obtain (1) reduces the vector 
CHAPTER III 
THE SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGN WITH TWO BLOCKS 
The Derivation of A + t -lJ: and (A + t ""1J:) -l 
The statis.tical layout for the Slipped-Block Design with two blocks 
is given in Illustration III. With the assumptions given in Chapter II, 
b-1 
it is seen that the relatio.ns k. = w + s and t = .. ::t; s + k 
J j,.jtl j,.j+l j=l j, j+l j 
from that chapter become k = s + n and t = s + -k = 2s + n. Therefore, 
. if any. two of the four quantiti.e.s k, s, t, and n are known, the 
remaining .two can be determined. 
Obse.rvation of Illustration III indicates that if the method described 
·'in Chapter I for writing the matrix N is used, and if it is recalled that 
x2x2 is .diagonal with diagonal elements Ni., .then the matrix 
... 1 
A = x 2x 2 - k: NN' can be written as sho.wn in Illustration IV. Per-
forming .the multiplication indicated in Illustrati~n IV to obtain NN' 
and partitioning .the matrices as indicated in the illustration gives 
I ~s ~: s s ~s J J s n s ,n s 
A ~n 21 ~n 
1 Jn 2jn Jn = - k s n s s n s 
~s ~s ~s s s I J J 


















Trea.tments . . 
. . n 
,, . . 
\ X X V' 
X \ 
.. ·1 





THE MAT:RI-X A FOR THE DESIGN .IN ILLUSTRATION III 
1 1 0 




1 1 0 





~~ next t 1 .•. l 0 0 ••• 0 n 
A= rows 




.1 0 l 




l 0 1 
All off ... diagonal elements of X 12x 2 .a;re equal to zero. 
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and the final result for the matrix A is 
1 JS - .!.. JS ~s I 
k s s k n s 
.!,. Jn 2 n 1 n A = 21 --J --J 
k s n k n k s 
~s 1 s 1 s .. - J I --J s k n s k s 
Since the dimensions of the identity submatrices are obvious from 
the dimensions on the other submatrices, the subscripts on them will 
be omitted. If the matrix 
s JS 
J:l J s n 
-1 t .. 1 n Jn Jn t Jt = t J s n. s 
s .S JS J J 
s n s 
is partitioned as indicated and added to;the matrix A, the result is 
t - k JS k - t JS l JS I --kt s kt n t s 
-1 t k - t Jn 21 -
2t - k Jn k - t Jn 
A+ t Jt = kt s kt n kt s 
1 JS k - t JS t - k JS I -t s kt n kt s 
If the relations k = s + n and t c Zs + n are used to simplify only the 
numerato;rs in the above matrix, it can be written as 
s JS s JS .!_ JS 
I - ......... kt s kt n t s 
j ,-, __ -1 t s Jn t +_ s Jn .!.__ Jn .(1 :, A+t J = ........... 21 - -. . ~ . t kt s kt n kt s 
J:..... JS s s s s J I - ~ J t s kt n kt s 
-1 t -1 
If it is now assumed that (A+ t Jt) has .the same form as 
-1 t 




s n s 
-1 t .. 1 n n n 






s n s 
tf the product of the above matrix and the matrix in (1) is 
equated to r2 s+n = \ , .where the identity is partitioned in the same 
manner as the two matrices forming .the product, it is readily seen 
that a= 1 and e = 1/2 • The necessary algebra can then be carried 
out in order to complete the solution for b, c, . d, and f. The matrix 
:resulting from this procedure is 
(2) 
-lt -1 
(A + t J ) = 
t 










.!_ l + 4s + n 3n 
2 zt2 n 
ns - kt Js 
2 s 
nt 





It can be verified that the matrix in (2) is the inverse of the matrix 
in (1) by multiplying the two matrices together and substituting .s + n 
for k and 2.s + n fort in order to show that the product is I = I . 
2s+n ·t 
The Variances of Estimates of Treatment Differences 
If reference is made to Theorem 16 and the comment immediately 
following it, then from the inverse (2), it is observed that the vari-
ances of the estimates of treatment differences are as follows: 
(a) If i = 1, 2, ••• , s .and j = 1, 2, ••• , s, i 'f j, then 
~ 2 






) - 2( 2 )] = 2cr2 
nt 
(b) If i = 1, 2, • • . , s and j = s + 1, s + 2, • • • , s + n, . then 
~ 2 2ks 
Var (-r. - -r.) :z: er [l + 2 
1 J nt 
+ 1 +. 4s + n 
2 2t2 
s 
- 2( 2 )] 
t 
If a common denominator is optained, and the relationships 
k = s + n a.nd t = 2s + n are employed, the above expression 
simplifies to 
/"---. 2 3 1 
Var (Ti - Tj) = CT ( 2 + 2n ). 
(c} If i:: 1, 2, ••• , sand j = s + n +1, s + n + 2, ••• , Zs+ n = t, 
then 
~ 2 





+ 1 + Zks _ 2 ( ns - kt ) ] -2- 2 
nt nt 
If this expression is simplified in the same manner described 
in (b), then 
~ 2 
Var (T. - r.) = er (2 + 
1 J 
40 
2 - ) . 
·n 
(d) If i = s + 1, s + 2, ••• , s + n, and j = s + n + 1, s + n + 2, ••• , 
Zs + n = t, then 
/'-....__ 2 1 4s + n 
Var (r. - T .) = er [ + 2 
1 J 2 
2t 
+ 1 + 2ks _ 2 ( ~) ] -z ti 
nt 
.2 3 l 
( +2--); = er Z n 
t};ie same result that .was obtained in (b). 
(e} If i ::::; s + 1., s + 2, ••• , s + n a.nd j = s + 1, s + 2, ••• , s + n, 
i =I= j, then 
~ 2 
Var ('T. - r .) = er [ ,2 ( 
1 J 
1 .+ 4s + n ) _ 2 ( 4;s + n )] 
2 2t2 2t2 
(£) If i = s + n + 1, s + n + 2, • • • , 2s + n = t, and j = s + n + 1, 
s + n + 2, ••• , . 2s + n = t, i :j: j, the results are the same as 
obtained in (a). 
~ 
It is .worth noting that in {a), (e), a.nd {£), the variance of (r. - r.) 
1 J 
does not depend on n,. but :in (b), (c), and (d), the variance decreases 
as n-increases. 
The Extension of Results 
~ 
The variances of ('T. - T .) have been obtained in general for the 
' 1 J 
case of two blocks where the number of treatments, the overlap, 
41 
the slip, and the number of observations per block are not specified. 
Before proceeding with the discussion of confidence intervals andtests 
.of hypothes.es for this case, the results will be extended to permit r 
replications of each of the two basic blocks. 
The statistical layout for the design under consideration is as 
shown in Illustration V. Suppose :p.ow that the matrix X' X - k -l NN' 
2 2 
for this case is designated by A in order to distinguish it from the 
r 
matrix A obtained when the de sign c.onsisted of only the two basic 
blocks. Then if x 2x 2 and NN' are multiplied out in the same manner 
used for the case of two blocksr .it is again possible to partition these 
product matrices to obtain 
I ~s· w: n 
~n ~n A = r 21 
r s n s 
~s ~s I 
s n 
and performing the subtraction gives 
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imposing .the condition that ::E,i,;; 0 on the system A; = q, then adding 
1 
ILLUSTRATION V 
LA YOtJT FOR THE SLIPPED--BLOCK DESIGN WITH 
r REPLICATES OF 'TWO,BASIC BLOCKS 
Blocks 
r blocks r blocks 
- ..- -
X X X 
\ .. . . 
X X . . . X 
. . . . . . 
~ 
• . • . . . s 
. . . . . . 
-~ .x . . . X J 
~ 
:.x X . . . X .x X . . . X 
X .x . . . X X X • . . X 
Treatments .. . . . . . . . lo . . . 
. . . . . . . . lo . . . n 
• . . . . . . . . . . . 
,X X . . . X X X . . . X 
X X . . . X 
X X . . . x 
. • . . . . I 
. • . . . 
. . . . . . 
X X . . . X IJ 
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-1 t .... 
rt Jt would impos.e the same condition o.n A 'T = q because r ~ T. = 0 
· r r .1 
if ·~ 'T. = O. The notation q serves the .same purpose as A does •. If 
1 r . r 
-1 t -1 t -1 t 
rt J is added to A , . then A + rt J = r(A + t J ), and this means 
t r r t t 
-1 t -1 -1 ... 1 t -1 
.that r(A + t J t) == r (A + t 3t) .. The net result is that replicating 
each basic block r times divides all elements of the covariance matrix 
of r' obtained for r = 1 by r. 
The only difficulty arising here is showing that adding rt -l/ to A 
t r 
..... 
in order to solve the system A 'T = q results in 'T having the same 
r r 
expected va1ueas it does when C 1J~ is added. to A in order to solve the 
system AT = q. When the condition ~ 'T, = 0 is thus imposed on the 
l 
..... 
latter system; . the solution 'T = B 11q to that system is such that 
E(T) = B11Ar. It is now necessary to show that imposing the same 
.... -1 t 
condition on the system A 'T = q by adding rt J to A does not 
r r t r 
change E(-r ). 
If the system A T = q is considered, then from the preceding · · · r r 
discussion, this system is equivalent to the system r(A+ t-1J!);= qr. 
If this system is multiplied by the inverse matrix, then,. by virtue of 
Corollary 14.1 and the above results, the solution 
is obtained. 
1 1 
Since Jtqr = 0 just as Jtq = O, .this solution becomes 
-1 .... . 
'T = r Bllqr, which corresponds to the solution 'T = B11q obtained when 
r =-1. Since E(q) =,-AT a,nd E(r) = B11AT from Theorem 15, it follows 
.., -1 -1 
-th.at E(qr) =Arr. Therefore E(T) = r BllArr:: r · B11(rA)'f = B11AT, 
· and this .is exactly the same _result ob_tained for r = l. Since the 
expected values remain the same as they were for b = 2, and the 
inverse (2) is the same except for the factor r ~i, it is not difficult to 
analyze the design when each of the two basic blocks is replicated r 
times. 
Test of the Hypothesis 7:1 = 7:z = = T t 
Reference to the preceding section and to the discussion of the test 
of this same hypothesis for the general two-way classification in the 
fourth section of Chapter I reveals that the analysis of variance given 
in Table III can now be written as given below since (X1X1) -l = k -llb 
for the Slipped-Block Design. Note _that with the assumptions made at 
the end of Chapter II,. the analysis of varia,.nce below is a general one 
-for all the Slipped-Block Designs considered in this paper, and not 






R(T I a) 
Error 
TABLE IV 
AOV FOR THE SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGN 
d. f. 
bk 
b + t - 1 
b 





k y IX X 'Y + q 'B q 
1 1 11 
-1 
k Y'X X'Y 
1 1 
Since the distributional properties of the vector Y are the same as 
given in the disc.ussion following Table III, q'Bnq 
2 
(T 
has a non-central 
chi-square distribution with t - 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality 
parameter If the hypothesis Tl = T 2 = = T is true, t 
. then>.. = 0, and q'Bnq has a central chi-square distribution with 
2 
(T 
t - Ldegrees of freedom. From Theorem 9, 
V = 
bk - b - t + 1 
t - 1 
has a non-central F-distribution with t - 1 and bk - b - t + 1 degrees of 
T 1AT 
freedom and non-centrality parameter . If the hypothesis is 
2<T2 
46 
true, this _reduces. to a cemtral F-distribut;ion. Therefore v is co,t:ppared 
with .the tab.ular value of the ·F-variate with.the appropria_te deg,rees of 
freedom in order.to test'.the hypothesis T1 .= 7' 2 = • • · = Tt • 
A Computing Procedure for the Analysis of Variance 
In an experiment involving even a relatively small number of 
observations,; the computation of the quantities represen,ted by .the 
quadratic .forms in Table IV is quite tedi0.us. In the special cases under 
consideration, in .this chapter,. it is possible to derive a rather simple 
computing procedure. 
The computing procedure :will be derived by using the inverse 
given in equation (Z) of th~s chapte,r to obtain the quadratic form for 
R(T fa.),: q1B11q,. in a different form-. Since the sum of squares for 
R(a.*l is simply the uncorrected sum of squares for blocks and Y 'Y is 
_the total uncorrected sum of squares, there is no difficulty experienced 
in computing.these quantities.in the ordinary manne.r . .The difficult part 
of the computing wo.uld be inverting _the t x t matrix (A +t-1Ji) in order 
to ob_tain Bll and then q 1B 11q. However,. if a .different.form for q 1B11q 
is obtained as described above, and if the sum of squares.for error. 
-1 . . 
is obtained by s-ubtracting_ q.'1311q and k · Y 1X1x1 Y from Y 'Y, . it can be 
shown that the sum of squares for e.rror is easily obtained without the 
inverse (Z). It:then becomes more practical to compute Y 'Y, 
k-1y•x1x1Y, and the error sum of squares directly,· and then obtain 
47 
q 1B 11q by subtraction. 
If reference is made to the discussion of the x 1, x 2 , and N 
matrices in the third section of Chapter I, and to the layout f~;r the 
Slipped-Block Design with two blocks in Illustration III, it is evident 
that x1Y is a bx l -Vector whose elements are the block totals, and 
x2Y is a t x 1 vector whose elements are the treatment totals. Further-
more, note that 
s 
~s Jl l ~l ~l s s ~ s ~s Jl .1 J J J s n n s s n n s 
n n ~l ql l l n n n Jn NX' = .J \ J J = J J J 1 l s n n s s n n :s 
$8 s ~ s ~: s s Jl J J .l s n s 
-1 
Ndw suppose that the t X l vector q =XzY - k NX'Y is partitioned 
l 
into sub-vectors q1, q 2 , and q 3 , where q1 is s x l, q 2 is .n x l, and q 3 
is :s x 1. Also partition the bk x l or (Zs + Zn) x l vector Y into sub-
vectorsv1, v 2 , v 3 , andV4 , whereV1 andV4 are sxl, andV 2 .andV 3 
are n x l. That is,. the first s observations in block l are the elements 
of v 1, and the last n observations comprise V 2 • The first n obs er-
vations in block ? are the elements of V 3 , and the last s observations 
are the elements of V 4 • This means 
J~+n GJ 





If it is noted that the elements of V 1 and V 4 are. the treatme.nt to.tals 
for the first s and .th.e last s treatmep.ts, respectively, a.nd the elements 
of. (V 2 + V 3) are the .treatment totals fo~ the n intervening .treatments, 
it follows that the elements of these vect~rs are the elements o.f X'zY ~· · 
' -1 
Therefore, the sub-vectors of q = Xz Y • k NX1Y are as follows: 
'(3) 
[VJ 
-1 s 1 
- k J 
' ' s+n v·z 
' · -1 n 
qz :i: (V 2 +'v 3) .:... k J2n+Zs 
-1 s [vv· 
4







-1 t ... 1 
Fro.m (A+ t Jt) as given.in (2), and from the fact that.the matrix 
-1 t 
'it is necessary to su~tract t Jt from the inverse matrix in order to 
However, since /q = q 1i = 0, .it.is possible 
t 1 
-1 t .... 1 · · · . 
to use either (A +,t '1t) or B11 to obtain the same .result. The inverse 
('2) is already partitioned in the same manner as q, so that by 
performing .the multiplication and making use of the relations 
k = s + n and t = Zs + ,n, the quantity q 'Bu q simplifies to 
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!.v, JnV + !.v 1 v + s - n V'JnV 2v•JnV V'V 1 v 1 JSV 
n , Z- . n 3 2 3 3 2kn 3 n 3 - k 3 s 4 + 4 4 - k 4 s 4 • 





and J 1 
s+n [::] 
for its elements, it follows .that the uncorrected sum of squares for 
blocks; R(a*) = k-1Y 1x1x1Y, is 
Subtracting.the expressions in (4) and (5) from Y'Y results in the 
error term for the analysis ,of variance. Thus 
-1 
Y 'Y - k Y 'X.lX: 1•y 'B q is e.qual to ~ q .. 11 
.(6) 
l 1 1 .n l n l n 
- V' V + ---v IV - V' V - - V 1 -J V - - VI J V +-VI J V 
2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 Zn 2 n 2 Zn 3 n 3 n 2 n · 3 
However, the .lemma .below eihows that this is exactly the expression 
for interaction .in then x 2 .table composed of the vectors V 2 and V 3 • 
· LEMMA 2. The interaction in the n x 2 .table composed of the two 
n x l vectors V 2 and V 3 is as given in (6) above. 
Proof: The table and the necessary to.tals are as shown below: 
Totals 
V 
2 v3 v2+v3, 
Totals 
.1 l l 
J Vi JnV3 Jn(V 2 + Y3) n 2 
· The uncorrected sums of squares are givep. in (a), (b), and (c). 
(a) The total sum of squares for the.table is v2V z + V 3V 3 , 
(b) The sum of squares for the row totals is (V2+V3HVz+V3) 
2 
(c) The sum of squares for the column totals is 
n 
(d) The correction factor for all three of the above is 
n . n l l 
(V ;/ l + V 3 J l ) ( J n V 2 + J n V 3). 
Zn 
If the multiplication indicated in (b), (c), .and (d) is perfo.rmed, 
. it then follows that the interaction in the table is given by subtracting 
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the sum of the expressions in (b) and (c) from the sum of the expressions 
in (a) and (d). The result is as shown in (6), This .completes the proof. 
The co.mputation of the analysis of varianc.e thus can be performed 
rather simply for the case in which there are only two.blocks. The 
to.tal uncorrected sum of squares,. Y'Y, and the uncorrected sum of 
squares for blocks, k-1Y 1X14.1Y, are computed in the ordinary manner .. 
Then the error can be obtained by computing the interaction in the n x 2 
table composed of V 2 and V 3 . Then the adjusted sum of squares for 
treatments, q 1B11q, can be obtained by subtraction. This would com-
plete the analysis of variance table. The computing procedure .is 
.illustrated in Example 1. In all the tables .which .. follow in this paper, 
a double line 1n1 be used to separate the observa.tions from totals, 




L .2 Totals 
·, 
1 6 6 
2 8 8 
3 7 3 .10 
Treatments 4 4 5, 9 
5 9 8 17 
6 2 2 
7· 6 6 
Totais . 34 .Z4 ?8 
2 2 2 
'The .total uncorrected sum of squares is 6 f .. 8 + ... + 6. = 384. 
342 + 242 




Then x 2 table .composed of v 2 and V. 3 is shown below: 
The .to.tal sum of squares for. the table is 
Totals 2 2. 2 
7 + 3 + ... + 8. = 244. 
7 3 10 
4 5 9 
The sum of squa:res for rows is 
9 8 17 
'' 
10 2 + 9 2 +. 11 2 = 235. 
2 :20 16 36 
The sum of squa;res for columns is 
51 
362 
The correction factor for the table is - 6- = 216,. and therefore the 
·2 1 
interaction is. 244 + 216 - 23 5 - 218 3 = 6 3 The sum of squares 
for treatments is ob.tained by subtraction so the analysis of variance 
is as given in Table V. Note that a check could be obtained by using 
























Since the sum of squares for the .mea.n is - = 10 
2 
336 5 , the more 
familiar terminology for the vario.us components of the table co_uld be 
used to write the following analysis of variance: 
TABLE VI 






















In the case of r replications of the .two .basic blocks, the computing 
procedure extends without difficulty. The same procedure used for 
obtaining the corpputing technique for the two .basic blocks will be 
employed. That is, it will be shown th.at the error sum of squares as 
g:iven in Table IV cc1-n be' obtained ,more e.a.sily. than A, 1B11q. Then ci'B11q 
can be obtained by subtractiom 
The layou~ for this case is given in Illustration V. It is necessary 
i 
to extend the notation used for two blocks to this .case. Let the vectors 
· v 11 , v12, •.. ; V lr be composed of the first s observations in each of 
the first r blocks and let V 21, v,22 , ,· .. , v 2 r ,be comp.osed of the last 
n obi;;ervat'ions in each of these same blocks. Let V 31, V 32 , .•. , V 3 r 
be composed of the first n observations in each member of the seco.nd 
group of r blocks, and let V 41, V 42, . , . , V 4 r consist of the last s 
. . r. 
observatiop.s in each of these same blocks. Also let V. = ~· Y ..• 
J i=l Jl 
:Note that this .definition of V 1, V 2 , V 3 , and V 4 holds for the previous 
case in which r = 1. 
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With the above definitio:ns for the V ., . it is seen that the expre.s sions . J 
for q1, q2 , anc:J q 3 in this case are exac_qy the .same as given in (3) for 
the case in which r = 1. In view of the result A = rA obtained in the . r 
.third section of this chapter, .it follows that R(rla*) = q'Bn q is 
obtained by multiplying .the exp.ression in equation (4) by r-1 . 
Furthermore, , the uncorrected sum of squares for blocks. is readily 
seen .to be 
(7) !_ [(V' VI) Js+n f vlJ 
k . 11 21 s+n Lv 2.J 
+ (V' V, ) Js+n 31 . [1 J 
31 41 s+n V 
41 
+ •.• + (V' V' ) Js+n tlr] 
lr Zr . s+n . V 
2.r 
+ ... + (V' V' ) Js+n ~3r] · 3r 4r s+n . V 
4r 
Now consider. the four tables shown in Illustration VI. The table 
in (a) is the layout for the design under co.nsideration. This .table can 
be compared with Illustration V to see th;e co.rrespondence between 
the observations and the ve.ctors V ..• · In (b) of Illustration VI is 
. Jl .. 
. the (n + s) x r or k x r table· .compos.ed of the observations in the 
first r blocks, and (c) is .a similar table for the second group of r 
blocks. In (d) is an n x 2 .table composed .of the sums .of the vectors 
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ILLUSTRATION Vl 
TABLES FOR COMPUTING THE ANALYSIS OF VA~IANCE 
(a) 
-.;, ... 
v· v12 . . • V 11 lr I .. 
V 21 V 22 . . . V Zr V,31 v32 . .. . V 3r 




vu v12 iii .• • vlr V . 1 
V 
21 v22 
. . . v2r .'V2 
., .. 
[:~] 1 [v1~1 l [vt2J 1 [:~j l J .. V: .J ;, V 22 . . . J J stn. . 2~ s+n s+n s+n 
. ~ c) 
· Totals 
V 31 V 32 . . . V . •· · 3.r v3 
V 41 v42 . . . V 4r v4 
[::~ 
I 
[::j 1 t3~ . [v~J J~+n. V 42 1 J~+n v3· J . . . J·· s+n s+n 
(d) Totals 
v2 v3 V 2 + V 3 
1 Jl 1 
JnV2 n v3 Jn ~v 2 + v 3·] 
V Zi and v3i as indicated. In ta.bles (b), (ch and (d), the last row in 
the table is composed of th.e to,tals of the corresponding column·s. 
If the interac;tion is computed fo:r the tables in (b), (c), and (d), · 





(V' v' )Js+:n 
+ lr 2r p+n 
fv1r] 
Lv2r 
( c) V 31 V 31 + V 3 2 V 3 2 + .... ' + V 3 t V 3 r + V 41 V 41 + • ' ' + V 4r V 4r 
+ (V3 v4)J::: [:~ 
rk r 
+ + . s+n (V3' V4' )J ·+ r r s n 
k 
, n n l 1 
(V,2Jl + V~l1 ) (Jn V 2 + Jn V 3) 
+ 2nr r 
,, (Vz + V3)(V 2 +V 3) 
2r nr 
If the expressions in (b}, (c}, and (d) above are combined with 
56 
the expression in (7) and r-l times the expression in (4), the final result 
57 
is 
The expression in (8) is the to.tal uncorrected sum of squares, Y'Y, 
for the layout shown in (a} of Illustration VI, and, in slightly different 
form, in Illustration V ~ . Thus it has been shown that the sum of the 
uncorrected sum of squares for blocks, the sum of squares for treat .... 
ments, and the proposed sum of squares for error is Y'Y, where the 
proposed error is the sum of the expressions in (b), (c)w and (d). There,~ 
fore the propos.ed error term must really be the error term as given in 
Table IV. Since this error term is the sum of the interactions from 
three two-way tables; it is easily computed, and the computing 
procedure for the analysis of variance is now apparent. The to,tal un-
corrected sum of squares and the uncorrected sum of squares for blocks 
can be computed in the ordinary manner. The error sum of squares can 
be computed as the sum of the inte:taetions of the three two-way tables 
in the manner described, and then the sum of squares for treatments 
can be .obtained by subtraction. The procedure is illustrated in 
I 
Example 2~ which w:ill be given after the computing procedures for 
so.me more quantities are derived, 
Estimation of T - 'T • . . i 
In the discussion preceding Theorem 14 in Chapter I, it wa.s 
determined that ; = B 11q. Since J;q = Q, it is also .true that 
-Therefore, under the restriction that ~ T. = O, 
1 
. the solution :; .to .the system of equations A; = q can be expressed in a 
58 
form .that may lead to a computing procedure by form:i.ng the product of 
(A + t-1J: (1 as given in (2) and q as given in (3) •. Then, in order to 
permit r replications .of the two basic blocks, this product is multiplied 
-1 
by r • The _results can be simplified by us'ing .the relationships k = s + n 
and t = 2.s + n in order to obtain the components of the 'vector ·; as shown 
. ' 
below in (9), (10), and (11). 
: -"i ... -!. 
·· has eleme_nts T 1, T 2, ••• , rs 
ha.s elements 'T s+l' T s+Z' 
.. "I 
'rs+n• 
;* - -.!_ [ V 1 s · k ' S- s (11) -J (V + V ) - y:fv3+ - JV : 3.,. r 4 t s 1 4 . n . n nt n 2 
... .., 




... I 'T t . Note that the 
-
... 
] _, where T* 3 
sy'.m bol T. 
1 
merely indicates a solution to .the system AT = q. Under the re$triction 
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~ .;i = 0 used to solve this syste_m, _it has been shown .that E(.;i);:: (Ti - r. ). 
Since the J ma.trices in .the above expressions simply add the ele,me,nts 
of the corresponding Vj' the computing procedure is not difficult. Le_t 
; 
v11, v12, • • • , v1s denote _the sums of the observations on treatments 
l, 2, ... , s, respectively. Let v 2 1, v 2 · 2 , ••• , v 2 - -denote , s+ , s+ , s+n 
the sums .of the obse.rvations on treatments s + 1 through s + n, respec-
tively, in the first group of r blocks only; and let v 3, s+l' v 3, s+ 2' • • • , 
v 3, s+n de_no_te the sq.ms .on the same group of treatme_nts in the secqnd · 
. group of r blocks. Also, let v 4 1, v 4 2, • • • , v 4 denote · . , s+n+ , , s+n+ t 
the sums of the observations on the last group of s treatments. It is 
apparent that the vlp' v 2 , s+q' v 31 s+q' and v4 , s+n+p' where 
p = 1, 2, . . . , s and q = 1, 2, . . . ' n, al"e the elements of the ve.ctors 
v1, V 2, V 3, and V 4 , re.spectively. Let v 1, v 2, v 3, and v 4 de.note the 
sums of the v 1 , v 2 + ,- v 3 . , and v 4 , respectively. The_n · p , s q , s:+q , s+n+p 
the equations (9), (10), and (11) can be written in a .form moJ;'e adaptable 
for computing as follows: 
.1 [ 1 k s 




1 . 1 
~- (vl + V 4)], for 7'. = -(V + V ) 2t (V 2 + V 3) 
l r 2 2i 3i 
i = s+l, s+2, ' s-+n. 
(11*) 
i :;: s+n+l, s+n+2, . . . ' s+2.n '= t. 
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The .computing procedure for obtaining ·.;i with the preceding fo.rmulas 
will also be illustrate.d in Example 2. 
Confidence Intervals 
!f reference is made to the section on confidence intervals in 
Chapter I, it is eviden.t that confide.nee intervals on linear co.mbinations 
of the treatments can be co.mputed ju~.t as.they were for the general 
two-way classification. The .only difference .is that the elements 
bij of B 11 in equation (14) of Chapter I could be replaced by the appropri-
ate expre.s sion from equation (2) of this chapter. Since. this would 
involve writing .se;ve.ral different expressions for the b .. , it is simpler 
. . . . ~ 
to leave the confidence interval in the more general form of (14). The 
actual procedure for .computing a confidence in.te.rval is illustrated in 
the following se.ction. 
An Example To Illustrate Co.mputing Procedures 
The following example will illustrate the procedure for computing 
the analysis of variance, testing the hypothesis that all treatments 
are equal, finding eijtimates of the T. - 7'., standard errors of 
' ·l 
es.1limates of treatment differences, and confidence intervals on linear 
combinatio.ns of the treatments. Nqte .that there are two basic blocks 
in the example and there are fo.ur replicates of each of these, but 


















3 4 5 
_4 7 
2 4 
8 2 2 
9 5 6 
3 6 5 
9 
6 
26 24 28 
(1) _ Computatio_n of the analysis of variance 
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6 7 8 Totals 
16 
20 
8 9 7 47 
4 3 2 38 
1 6 3 32 
8 4 2 23 
7 4 3 20 
28 26 17 196 
The following tables and computations are labeled (b). (c), and (d) 
in order to correspond to (b), (c), and (d) in Illustration V and the 
results labeled (b), (c), and (d) immediately preceding .the illustration. 
The numbers at the extreme left of each of these tables are treatment 



































32 + 22 + 2 ... + 6 = 569 
162 + + 172 1915 
478 3 - - = 4 4 4 
242 + + 242 2.357 = 471 ~ = 5 5 5 
97 2 9409 9 --= = 470 20 20 20 
62 
9 3 2 3 
The interaction i'.n the table .is 569 + 470 20 - 478 4 - 471 5 = 89 10 • 









































. V 47 
2 2 2 
2 .+ 8 + .•• + 3 = 609 
262 + • • • 20 2 
4 
2055 3 
= -- = 513-4 4 
2 2 
28 + ... +.17 = 2533 = 506~ 
5 5 5 
9801 1 
.20 =490.20 
1 3 3 . 7 













Totals The (4) at the top of the .table is to 
47 indic.ate, that each entry in the. table .is 
38 
the sum of four observations. The 
32 
21, 23, and 17 are obtained by adding the 
117 
observations on treatments 3, 4, and 5, 
respectively, ove_r the first four blocks. 
The entr~es 26, 15, and 15 are .obtained by adding .the observations on 
the same .treatments over the last four blocks. The .computatio.n of the 
interaction is given in the usual manner. 
2 2 






2385 - -r l - 596 4 
47 2 + 38 + 32 · 4677 584 5 = -8- = 8 8 
2 2 











24 24 8 
63 
1 . 3 .5 5 7 
The inte.raction in the table is 596 4 + 570 g - 584 8 571 12 = 10 12 
The error is the sum of the interactions fo.r the three tables. Hence 
.the sum of squares for error is 89 2 + 78 .7... + 10 ]_ = 178 7 The 
10 10 . 12 12 
. 2 2 2 
total uncorre.cted sum of squares 1s 3 + 2 + •.• + 3 = 1178, the .total 
uncorrected sum of squares for blocks is 471 ! + 506 ! = 978 from 
2 
(b) d () d h . f .. 196 960 2 an · c , a,n .t e corre.chon actor 1s 40 = 5 • Therefore, the 



























65 172 = 1. 90 
6 271 = 6 87 
312 • 
Note that the coµiputing procedure for this case is consisten.t with 
that used in Example l for the case in which r = 1. If r = 1, the 
intera.ctions computed for the. table.s in {b) and' (c) are zero, and hence 
only table ·(d) would be used. The computation of the interaction for 
the .table in (d) is .exactly the same .as in Example 1, so that the case in 
which r = .1 is si:mply a spe.cial example of the case now under 
consideration. The treatment sum .of squares in the abov(;?' .table wa.s 
.obtained by subtraction. If a check .is desired, r -l times the expression 
in equation (4) affords a direct computaticm of the sum of squares for 
treatments. 
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· · · 1. 90 · 
Iri order to test :this hypothesis,· the number 6 . 87 = 0. 277 is com ... 
pared with 2. 47,, the tabula.r value of the F•variate for 6 and 26 degre.es 
of freedom at the 5 per cent leveL . Since O. 277 is le.ss than 2. 47, 
there is no evidence .to reJ· ed: H i' o· 
(3). Computation of the standard errors 
Since the error mean square is an unbiased estimate of cr2 by·v>il'tue 
of Theorem 7, the standard errors of the estimates of the treatm·e.ri't 
differences, ~-, are obtained by substituting the error '.mean square 
l J 
for cr2 .in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), a;nd :(f) of the second section of this-
chapter, and then extracting the square root of the result. Since thea-e 
' ·-1 
express.io:ns were for r =l, itis ne.cessatyto multiply therri by r , 
. l f th· 1 · which is 4 ·or· 1s examp e. Since n = 3, k = 5,. t = 7, and s = 2, the· 
following results are Qbtained for the squa.res of the standard errors-: 
(a) If i = 1, 2, and j = 1, 2, i + j,. then the result is 2;;:2 = 13. 74 • 
.... 2 3 1 
(b). If i = 1, 2, and j = 3, 4, 5, then the result is o- ( 2 + Zn) = 11. 45 •. 
... 2 . 2 
(c) If i = 1, 2, and j = 6, 7,. then .the result is er (2. + - ) = 14. 88. 
n 
(d) If i = 3, 4, 51 and j = 6, 7,. then .the result is .the same as 
obtained in (b). 
(e) If i = 3,.4, 5, and j = 3, 4, 5,. i + j, then the result is d-2 =-6 0 87. 
(f) If i = 6, 7, and j c 6, 7, i-f j, then the result is the same .as 
obtained in (a). 
The standard e.rrors are .the square roots of the results obtained 
above. 
(4) · Estima.tion of 'T. - 'T. 
l 
If reference .is made to .the columns of totals in tables (b) and (c) 
of this example, it is seen that these .row totals are .the values of the 
v . . ' s n·eed.ed to substitute in equations (9*), (10*), and (U*) of this 
lJ 
.chapter in order to estimate ('T. - T. )~ This is indicated by the v:. 1·s 
' l ' ,lJ 
at the right of these columns. From these values, v1 = 16 + 20 = 36, 
v 2 = 21 + 23 +17. = 61, v 3 = 26 +.15 +)5 = 56, and v 4 = 23 + 20 = 43. 
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Substituting .these values and the values fork, s, n,. t, and .r give-s the 
following estimates: 
'A .1 [ 16 
'T = - -_J 4 
1 . 5 2 1 430 47 
7 (79) - 21 (61) + 21(56)] = 4 I 16 - 21 1 = - 42 
A 1 . 430 5 ·..,. = -[ 2.0 - - ] = - -2 4 ,' 2.1 · 42 
; = ..![ ..!:(47) - ..!:.(117) ... 2 (79)] = ..! [ ~ - 275 ] = 27 
3 4 2 · · 14 7 · 4 2 14 28 
... - 1 1. 27 5 9 
,,- =I§-- [ -(38) - - ,] = 4·4 4 14 -56 
... ..,. .. = 
,• 5 
!_ [ !., ( 3 2 ) .... 2 7 5 ] = _ 
4 2 · 14 
51 ·· 
56 
1 1 5 2 I' 395 22 
'T 6 = 4 [ 23 --::; (79) - 21 (56) + 21 (61)] = 4 .[ 2,3 - 21 ] = 21 
.- 1 395 25 
..,. 7 = 4 [ 20 - 21 ] = 84 
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Recall now that under the cis sumption that ::E 'T. = 0, which wa:s u-s-ed 
l 
to solve :the system A;. = q, E(r.) = ('T. ~ T. ), so tha.t the above results 
. . l l . 
are ,unbiased estimates of (r. :.: ;. ). The assumption used in soJving 
l 
Ar ::: q als.o affords a check of the above computation, since .the sum 
of the above estimates m.ust be zero. If an estimate .of a linear 
~ 
.combinatio;n of the 'Ti is desired, say ~- «·. 'T, 1 . then ::E c, 'T, is used as 
· l ·l 1 l 
an estimate. Als.o note that :; '. q = q 'Buq = R('T' I a*). Therefore,. if the 
-r. are computed, this is another mea.ns of obtaining the sum of squares 
1 
for treatments without fin.ding. the inverse of A + .;.;,1J! . 
(5). Confidence In~er:vals 
Suppose that a 95 per qmt obnfidence ~nterval is desired on r·2 - -r 5 • 
Reference to equation (14) of .Chapter I sho'*1 s that this means c1 = 1 and 
' . . 
c .. ~ -1, so that ::E c. = 0 as required by Theor.em 11. The standard error 
2 · · l. 
E N~ c.c.b .. 
ms . 1 J lJ 
for a treatment difference i:nvo.lving one .of the first 
~ s treatments and one of. the treatments numbered from s + :'1 to s· + Ii is-
the square :roo.t of the result givli!n in (b) of the .computation of standard 
I 
errors. Hence,. for this .case, it is '/11. 45 = 3. 39. Also 
~ ... 
7 2 - 7 = 7 2 - 7 5 5 .
.5 51 _ 19 
42 + 56 - 24 = 0. ?!), and since the ta.bular value 
. of the t-variate with 26 degree~ of freedom at the 5 per cent level. is 
2. 056, the desired confidence .interval is .as follows:, 
o. 79 - 2. os6 vu. 45 = r 2 - r 5 ~ o. 79 + 2. os6 y 11. 45 
0. 79 - 6. 9 5 ~ T z - TS :!: 0. 79 + 6. 9 5 
- 6. 16 ~ T Z - TS ~ 7. 7 4 
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This completes the ~xample illustrating .the computing procedur·e for 
the analysis of the .case involving r replicates of two .basic blocks for 
r :t. 1. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGN WITH TWO OR MORE 
BLOCKS AND OVERLAP OF ONE 
The periv~tiqn of the Matrices A, A**, a.nd (A**) ~i 
When:the General Slipped-Block Des.ign was defined in Chapter U, 
it· was stated that no simple.r analysis of it wquld be given in this paper 
other .th~n the a,nalysis available by treating it as a general two . ;.;way 
cla.ssificatio;n. It was .also stated .in Chapter II that all the Slipped-
Block Des.igns consider·ed in this paper wo,uld have kj == k :obse:nra.tions 
in each block. In addition,. it was assumed that fq.r any two adjacent 
b-locks, __ the slip .would always be s, a_nd _the overlap wo.uld always.be n_. 
In Chapter !II, an analysis of the Slipped-Block Design for tw"o 
.basic blocks: and _r replications of the .two _basic blocks was givEm •. ·This 
--analysis .is valid fo_r any values .of s, n, k, and t. Na_turally, it is de-
·sirablE;} to extend the .analysis to designs having .more than two ba!d-c 
blocks •. Irt .this .chapter, the .designs _under consideration will have two 
o:r more basic .blocks, but :the overlap will always be one. By refer~ 
?'"ing .to propeities (7) an_d ·(8) in Chapter 'II ol' observing.the ·sta.tistical 
. layo,ut of this .design as shown in Illustration VII,. it is e:vident that the 




LAYOUT FOR THE SLIPPED-BLOCK DESIGN WITH OVERLAP ONE 
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The procedure for determining.the ma.trix A= x2x2 .- k;.1NN' is:,th·e 
same as d.escribed and ca.rried out in detail ~n Chapter III. · If this pro-
cedure "is used ~gain, the .final result .for A is .as shown in Illus;tratio,n 
VIII. No.te that if A is partitioned in .the ma.nner indicated in this- illo:s-
"·tration, then all except the 1ast. row a.nd column of submatrices have 
dirh.ensions (k -1) x (k - 1), and _the subma.t:dces in the -last row and 
.·column have .dimensions k x k. 
l 
Now s.upp.os.e. that the las.t row and _column oi A are deletecf~- In view 
of the _results given in Chapter I, this is equivalent to using the .vecto:1" 
X 1 = (0, O, ••• , O, 1) to .impo.se .the condition ;t = 0 on the sys_fem 
... 
·AT= q. Jf the.last component of the vectors T and .q is elimina.te.d-, then 
.... . 
the sys_te_m oft - 1 equations int .:. 1 unknowns, A**r** = q**, is obtained. 
The eliminatiQn of the last row and column of A to obtain A** mea;n:si.\."** 
consists o{,:b 2 s.u~ma.t'rices; and each of. these subma.trices has". 
-dimensi<;ms (k .. 1) x (k - 1). If these suhmatrices are deno.ted by A"!:*, 
lJ 
·· w'here the i and j de.no.te :the row and .. column of submatrices .in which 
At* appt!aars, the.n A** can be represented as shown below: 
. J 
-1 · k-1 
(l) . (a) . Ait = k [ kI - Jk .. l ] 
. l 




.kI.:. Jk .. 2 
for i = 2., 3, -. • • . , b 
,11k-l ] 




THE A MATRIX FOR THE DESIGN IN ILLUSTRATION \rn 
k.-1 -1 -1 ... -1 -1 0 o ••• 0 
-1 k-1 -1 . ... -1 -1 0 0. ~ • 0 
' 
(k-'l) X • (k-1) . (k-l)~(k-1) . 
-1 
-1 -1 ... -1 k-1 -t 0 
I 
0. •'• 0 
-1 ·-1 . . ~ -1 2k-2 -1 -L ... -1 -1 
0 o . .. '() -1 k-1 -1 ••• -1 -1 
.• 
• (k-l)x(k-1) (k"'1)x(k-l) • 
-1 
0 o • .• 0 -1 -1: .• -1 k-1 .. 1 
-1 -1 . .. -1 2k-2 
1 
k 
... 1 0 0 . •• 0 
... 1 0 0 • •• 0 
• (k-l)x:k 
.:.1 0 ·O • • • 0 
-1 . ,..1 • •• ' -1 2k-2 -~ -1 . .. -1 
0 0 ••• 0 -1 k-1 -1 . .. -1 
0 0. · ... 0 . 
·• k X (k-1) kxk . 
~1 .. 




.for· i = 2,, 3, • • • , b 
· . k-1 
(e) . A.~.* = ~k 1 , except for the preceding .cases. lJ ... 
-1 
In order>to determine (A**) ,. it was assumed that the inverse was 
.of the .same gene.ral form as A**· Observatio.n of several examples 
. indicated that the (k ... 1) x (k - 1) submatrice s of (A** )-l could be rep:r·e-
· se:nted as shown i:p. equation (2) which follows. No;te :tha.t throughout'this 
discussio;n, b.,d~no,tes the numbe.r of basic blocks in the design, and i 
and J denote. the row and column of submatrice s, nqt the inqivi~ual :rows 
' * * ... 1 ,a_.nd colu:rµns of A * or (A* ) • 
(2) . (a) (Ai't )-l = [I+ (2b .. Zi + '1) J::~] 
. · -1 k-1 
(b). (A~.*) = [ (2b .. ~j + 2) Jl 
:f.J 
-1 
(c) . (A::C,*) = 
lJ 
(2b .. 2,i + 2) j~-2 
(2b ... Zi + l) Jk- 2 
k-1 
' -1 =I (A~.*) ]' 
Jl 
fo.r i > j. 
In O:t".der ·to .clarify the .notatio;n I use.d .for A** and (A **)-l , three 
examples ar.e giv~n in Illus,tratio;n IX. The same basic .block siz·e, k. =4, 
was .used for all three examples so ,that it would be possible. to s-ee :that· 
-1 . -1 . 
(A**) for b = 2 .is a submatrix of (A**) for b = 3, a.nd that· the latter 
matrix .is itse 1f a suhma.trix .of (A **)-l for b = 4. No:te. that the scalar 
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ILL US TRATION IX 
' 
SOME EXAMPL.ES,OF'i.A:*'·AND (A**) .. l 
.. ·r.;; A** (A **)-1 
3 .. 1: .. 1 -1 0 0 4 3 3 2 l 1 
b = 2 -1 3 -1 -1 0 0 3 4 3 2 1 1 
k=4 -1 .. 1 3 -1 0 0 3 3. 4 2 1 1 
.t ,:: 7 ;..l -1 -1 6 -1 -i 2 2 ~ 2 .1 .1 
0 0 0 .. 1 3 -l 1 1 i 1 2 l 
0 0 0 -1 -1 3 1 1 i 1 1 2 
~ -
3 -l -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 .1 1 
.1 3 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 
1 -1 3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 4 3 3 2 1 1 
1 -1 "'.l b -1 -1 -1 0 0 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 
0 0 .Q ·-1 3 -1 -1 0 0 3 3 3 3 4 3 2 1 1 
0 0 0 -1 -1 3 .. 1 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 .1 1 
0 0 0 -l -1 -1 6 -1 -1 
0 0 0 0 Q 0 -1 3 -1 
2 ~ .,2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
l 1 1 ·1 1 1· 1 2 .1 
u 0 0 0 9 0 -1 i..l 3 1 l l 1 1 1 1 1 2 
'--- - - -· 
3 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 .8 .7 ·7 6 5 .5 4 3 3 2 1 1 
-1 3 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 7 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 
-1 -1 3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 8 6- 5 5 4 3 3 2 l 1 
'· .. 1 -1 -1 6 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 l .1 
0 0 0 -1 3 -1 .. 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 3 3 2 .1 1 
0 0 0 -1 -1 3 .. 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 6 4 3 3 2 .1 1 
0 0 ti -1 -1 -l. 6 -1 -1 -1 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 l 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 3 -1 -1 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 2 l 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 3 -1 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 ... 1 -1 6 -1 .. 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 ,2 2 2 2 .1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. -1 3 .. 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 l 1 l 2 .1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0 -1 -1 3 1 l l 1 l 1 l 1 1 l 1 2 
- - --
There is a coefficient of ~ = i on each example .. of the A** matrix. · If 
the design included r replications of each of the b basic blocks, then 
i 
. . ' -1 
each element of A** would be multiplied by rand each element of (A**) 
would be multiplied by r -l. 
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element in ,the first row and first column is 2b in each cas.e. With this 
• . J • 
·eFe:tn~nt as the star.ting point,·. it is quite simple to write .out (A**f"'1~£or 
a,ny block :size, any number of bask blocks, a,nd any number of repli ... 
catio.ns of the b bas.ic blocks. This will pro.ve to be of some us·e in later 
developmen.ts. 
·Jt will now be shown that (A**(1 as given in (2) is the inver·se of.A**· 
The pro.cedu;re will be :to show that.the product of the two matrices is 
~k ... b = \_1 • The mult_ipUcatio.n is. divided into four cases as follows: 
Ca.se I. The multiplicatio;n of the firf!"t column of (A**)-l by the first row 
of A**· 
(a)· The _multiplication of the £irl:!t column of (A**) .. l by.the :first row of 
A**· 
h . d . b T 1s pro uct 1s ~ 
' j=l 
(A ~1 l(A~.*)-l , but since all the At.* a:r·e _null 
~ Jl ~ 
except the .first two,. the result is 
and.this product simplifies to 
(Zb - 2) i. 
k'"-1 · 
' 
... 1 · . k ... l. k-1 k-1 -1 [ . k-1 
.k [ kI + k(Zb - 1) Jk-l - Jk-l .. (k - 1)(2:h -- 1) Jk-l] + k - (2b - 2) Jk-l] • 
· . k-1 
·The combined coefficient of Jk-l is zero, s.o.that the above e:x:p.ression 
beco.mes k -l [ kI ] =-\ ... i , which is _the desired result. 
' -1 ' 
(b). The multiplication of the secqnd column of .(A**) by the first row 
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In the remainder ·of this proof, it is best to partitiqn the submatrices 
td a greater deg,ree. The partitioning will always be as shown in the 
matrices below. In the future, no dimensions will appear on the J 
matrices. In this case, the product is 
Jl 1 (k .. 1) .. J· 
k"'1 
.l k .. 2 
k-2 k .. 2 





2)Jk .. 2 
.1 
1 
(Zb - 3) Jk-Z 
k-2 
(Zb -3) Jk-Z 
,f' ";'t-:1? . 
1 ~l ... Jl 
+k-1 
k-2 







3) Jk .. 2 
1 
1 
(Zb .. 3)J. 
k-2 
k-2 
I+ (2b - 3) J . 
k-2 
1 1 k .. 2 k .. 2 
The coefficients of r 1 , Jk-Z, J 1 ., and Jk .. Z .are as li!:lted in (1), 
(2"), (3), and (4) below, except that the .factor k .. l is omitted. Through-
out this proof, the coefficients of these same matrices will be given in 
this orde.r. Any othe.r coefficients listed will be identified as they occur. 
(1) . (k .. 1)(2b - 2) - (k ... 2)(2b - 2) .. (2b - 2) = o. 
(2) This is the same .as (1) with Zb .. 2 replaced by Zb - 3. 
(3) .. (2b .. 2) + k(2b - 2} - (k - 2)(2b -2) .. (2b - 2) = .o. 
(4) This is the same as (3) w:i.th Zb .. 2 replaced by Zb - 3. 
(c) The multiplication of the qth column of (A*>:C)•l by the first row of 
A**, where q = 3, 4, ••• ,. b .. 1. 
Here the product is 
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(k - 1) J -J (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b ;.. 2q + 1) J 
k 
-1 
- J kl - J (2b - 2q + 2) J . ( 2b - 2q + 1) J 
- J ~ (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b - 2q + 1) J 
+k -1 
- J . ( 2b - 2.q + 2) J (2b - Zq + 1) J ' 
and the coefficients are as follows: 
(1) (k - l)(Zb - 2q + 2) - (k - 2J(2b - 2q + 2) - (2b - 2q + 2) = 0 
(2) This is the same as (1) with 2b - 2q + 1 replacing 2b - 2q + 2. 
(3) -(2b - Zq + 2) + k(2h - 2q + 2) - (k - 2)(2b - 2q + 2) - (2b-2q+2)=0. 
(4) This is the same as (3) with 2b - 2q +l replacing 2b - 2q + 2. 
Therefore the multiplication of each column of (A**)-l by th~ .. first 
row of A** does give the first k - 1 rows of Ibk-b = \_1 . This is the 
desired result. 
Case II. The multiplication of the /h co.lumn of (A**(1 by the /h '.row 
of A**, where p = 2, 3, ... , b - 1. 
b -1 
Here the produqt is ~ (A':C* }(A**) but since all but three .of the 
q=l pq. qp ' 
.submatrices of A** are null, the only value.s that q as sum es are p .. 1, 
p, and p + 1, Hence the product is 
. -l 
k 
-J -J (2b .. 2p + 2) J 
(2b - 2p + 2) J 
(2b - 2p +l) J 
(2b - 2p + 1) J 
(2k ,.. 2) J - J 
+.k 
-1 
- J kI ... J 
- J $ 
+k 
-1 
.;. J $ 
(2b - 2p + 2) J 
(2b - 2p + 1) J 
(2b - 2p) J 
(2b - 2p - 1) J 
( 2b - 2p +. 1 ) J 
I + (2b - 2p + 1) J 
(2b - 2p) J 
( 2b - 2p - 1) J 
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and. the coefficients are shown below with the coefficient of Ik-Z given in 
( 5) • 
(1) -(2b - 2p + 2) - (k - 2)(2b - 2p + 2) + (2k - 2)(2b - 2p + 2) 
' ' ' 
-(k - 2)(2b - 2p + 1) ~ (2b - 2p) 7 k 
(2) -(2b - 2p + 1) - (k - 2)(2b - 2p + 1) + (2k - 2)(2b - 2p + 1) - 1 
' 
- (k - 2)(2b ... 2p + 1) .. (2b - 2p) = 0, 
(3) -(2b - 2p + 2) + k(2b - 4p + l) - (k -2)(2h .. 2p + 1) - (2b - 2p) = O 
(4) -(2b - 2p + 1) + k(2b ... 2p +1) - 1 - (k - 2)(2b - 2p + 1) - (2b-2p)= Q 
( 5) k 
Since the coefficient k"' 1 is being .omitted in the above, if the combi-
nation of the results in (1) and (5) is multiplied by k -l , the result is \.r 
This is the desired result, 
' -1 
Case III. The multiplication of column q of (A**) by row p of A>'.c>:<, 
where q = 2, 3, ••• , b - 1, and p = 2; 3, ••• , b - 1, but p f q. 
(a) The multiplication in which the.first non~null submatrix in row p 
-1 
of A** matches with a sub;matrix on the diag.onal of (A**) , i.e.~ p=q+l. 
This product is of the form 
-1 k . 
... 1 
+k 
- J .. J r2b _ 2q + 2) J 
~2b - 2q + 1) J 
[2b - 2(q+l)° + 2] .J 
[ 
( 2k - 2) J - J l 
- J kI -J [ 4b - 2Cq+l) +.1] J 
~ 1 r2_b _ 2-(q+2) + 2] J [ -J 
- J ~ . 1[2b ~ 2(q+2) + 1] J 
and the coefficients are as follows: 
(2b - 2·q+ 1) J 
I + (2b .. 2q + 1) J 
[2b - 2 ( q+ 1) + 2 ] J 
[Zb .. 2(q+l) + 1] J 
[2b - 2( qf2) + 2] J 
[2b - 2(q +-2) + 1] J 
(1) -(2b :- 2q + 2) ... (k ... 2)(2b .. 2q + 1) + (2k - 2)(2b - 2q) 
. ' 
-(k - 2)(2b .... 2q ... 1) - (2b .. 2q ... 2) = O 
. (2) '."'(2b .. 2q+1) .. 1 - (k - 2)(2b - 2q + 1) + (2k - 2)(2.b - 2q) 
-(k .. 2){2b .. 2.q - 1) - (2b - Zq , ... 2) = O 
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(3) ~(2b .. 2q) + k(2b - Zq - 1} - (k - 2J(2b - 2q - 1) - (2b - 2q - 2) = O 
(4) This is the same as (3). 
(b). The multiplication in which the second non-null submatrix_in row p 
of A** matches with a submatrix on the diagonal of (A *>:<(1. In this 
case p ::: q, and this .is Case II. 
(c) The multiplication in which the .third non;..null submatrix in row p 
of A** matches with a submatrix on the diagonal of (A**) 11, i.e., 
p = q - 1. 
This product has the .form 
- J - J (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b - 2q + 1) J 
ls; 
-1 
. ~· (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b - 2q + 1) J 
(2k - 2} J .. J (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b - 2q + 1) J 
-1 
+k 
.. J kI - J (2b - 2q + 2) J (Zb - 2q + l) J 
.;. J (2b - 2q + 2) J (2b - Zq + 1) J 
-1 
+k 
- J .~ (Zb - 2q + 1) J I+,:(Zb - 2.q + 1) J 
anq the coefficients are as follows: 
(1) -(2b - 2q + 2) :.. (k - 2)(2b - 2q + 2) + (2k - 2)(2b - 2.q + 2) 
-(k .. 2}(2b - 2q + 2) .. (2b - 2q + 2) ;:: 0 
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(2) This is .the same as (l} if 2b - Zq + 2 is replaced by 2b - 2q + 1. 
(3) .. (Zb - 2q + 2) + k(2b :- 2q + 2) - (k - 2)(2b - 2q + 2) - (2b -.2q + 2)::oiO, ..... 
(4) This is the same as (3) except that 2b - 2q + l replaces 2b-2q+2. 
(d} The multiplication in which all three non-null submatrices in row p 
of A>:":' match with submatrices above the diagonal of (A*>:')-1, i.e., 
p~q-2 .• 
In this case, ali three submatrices of (A**)-l are the same i;w that 
it is possible .to add the non-null matrices of J!>J"',, to obtain the product 
-1 k . 
(2k .:,; 4l J 
- 2 J 
-2 J 
kl ..; J 
I (2b - 2.q+ T) J. 
~2b .. 2q + 2) J 
(2b - 2q+l)J 
(2b - 2q +1) J 
and the coefficients are as follows: 
(1) · (2k - 4,)(2b - 2q + 2) - 2(k - 2)(2b - 2q + 2) == O 
(2) This is (1) with 2b - 2q +.1 replacing 2.b - 2q + 2,. 
(3). -2(2b .. Zq + 2) + k (2b - 2.q + 2) - (k - 2)(2b - 2q + 2) = O 
(4) . This is (3) with 2b - 2.q + 2 replaced by 2b - 2q + 1. 
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Ce) The multiplication in which all three non-null submatrices on row p 
of A** match w:ith submatrices below the diagonal of (A•:o:,)-l , i.e., 
p ~ q + 2.. Let m be .the co.lumn of A*':< which contains the first nqn-null 
matrix. 
Then the product has the .form 
- J ... J (2b - 2m + 2) J (2b - 2m + 2) J 
k 
-1 
~ (2b - 2m + 1) J (2b - Zni + 1) J 
(2k - 2} J - J [2b - 2(m+l) + 2] J [2b - 2(:tn+l) +2] J 
+k 
.. 1 
- J kl .. J [2b - 2(m+l) + ~] J [2b - 2(m+l) + l] J 
- J . [2b .. 2(m+2) +, 2) J [2b - 2(m+2) + 2] J 
+k 
-1 
- J [2b - 2(m+2)+ 1) J [2b - 2(rn+2.) + l] J ' 
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and the coefficients are as follows: 
(1) -(Zb - 2m + 2) - (k - 2)(2b - 2m + I) + J2k - 2)(2b - 2m) 
/, 
-(k - 2)(2b .. 2m - 1) - (2b - 2m - 2) = 0 
(2) This is the same as (1). 
(3) -(2b - 2,m)' + k(2b - 2m - 1) .. (k - 2,)(Zb - 2m -1)-(Zb - 2m - 2}=0 
(4). This is. the same a.s (3). 
Case IV. The multiplication of each column of (A**)-l by the las.t row 
of A**· 
(a) The multiplication of the lh column of (A**} .. i by the last row of 
A*>'.c, where q = 1, 2,, ••• , b - 2. 
Since all the s.ubmatrices of A** for,this case are.null except those 
in the last two co1umnl3,;; Jhes.e non-null submatrices of A** will always 
,match with the laf;!t two submatrices in each column of (A>:0 :·)-l • For the 
first b - · 2: ,columns of (A**(\ the submatrix in row b - 1 is.the same 
in every column, and so is, the submatrix in each column of row b. 
From part (c) of equation (2}, or from Illustration IX, it is .seen that 
Zb ... Z(b - 1) + 2 = 4 and 2b ... 2b + 2 = 2. Therefore the product is of 
the form 




and the coefficients are as follows: 
-1 
+k 
(2k - 2) J 
- J 
- J 




(1) -r 4 .. 3(k .. 2) + 2(2k - 2) - (k ..; 2,) = 0 
(2) . This is. the same as (1). 
( 3) - 2 + k - (k .. 2) = 0 
(4) This is. the same as (3). 
·· (b) The multiplication of column b - 1 of (A**)-l by the last row of A**· 
Since Zb - 2.(b - 1) + 2,:= 4 and .2b - 2.b + 2 = 2 as in (a),. the product 
is of the form 
- J - J 4J 3J 
3J I +3'.J 
and the coefficients are as follows: 
-1 
+k 
'{2k - 2) J 
- J 
(l) .. 4 - 3(k ... 2) + 2(2k - 2) - (k .. 2) = 0 
( 2.) ... 3 .. 1 - 3 (k - 2) + 2( Zk - 2) - (k .,. 2) = O 
(3) -2+ k\. (k - 2) =.0 
( 4) - 2 + k .;. (k .. 2) = . 0 
- J 2J 2J 
kI - J J J 
. - -1 
(c) The multiplication of the last column of (A**) .. by the la,st row of 
A**· 




(2k - 2) J ... J 2J J 
-1 
k 




cJ..nd .the coefficiep.ts are shown.below. The c.oe:fficient of Ik_ 2 .is given 
in (5). 
(1) -2 - 2(k - 2) + 2(2k - 2) - (k - 2) ;: k 
(2) -1 - (k - 2) + (2k - 2) - 1 - (k .., 2) = 0 
(3) -2 + k - (k - 2) = 0 
( 4) -1 +. k - 1 ..; (k .. 2). :: 0 
(5). k 
Since .the factor k -l has been o;rnitted in each of the above, co.mbining 
. the results .of (1) and (5) with this .fa.cto.r and .the fa.ct. that .the coefficients 
in (2)., (3), and .(4) are all zero g.ives the product Ik-l , which is the de-
sired result. 
Consideratiqn .of part (a) of Cas.e .J, Case II, and part (c) of. Case IV 
shows that when co,lumn p .of (A**) "'1 is multiplied by row p of A**, the 
(k .. 1) x .(k - 1) identity, Ik-l; is the result. The :combination o.f all re .. 
' ' ' •l 
ma~ning cases c;tnd parts of cases .show that when column q of (A**) . is 
multiplied by r6w p of A**, where p ¥ q, then .the product is the 
- ' 
(k ... 1) x (k - 1) nuil matrix, ~k-l. · This sho:ws that the ma.trix (A**)-l 
de#ned by e.quatio;n (2) is the inverse of the matrix A** defined by 
equatiop. (1). 
' ' ' ' -1 
This co.mpletes t~e proof that (A**)(A**) = ~k-b = It-l • 
The Variances of Es.tiriiates of Treatment Differences 
From Theorem 15, it follows that the solution · T to .the system of 
equatio.ns A;= q.is such tha.t E(;) = Ti - Tt if the reE1triction rt= 0 is 
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imposed .on the system in order to obtain a unique sol'ution. A theo.rem 
similar to Theorem 16 shows that if B!:t =· (A**(1 , then Cov (t)= ci-2BJi*, 
2 . 
so that CT times.the diagonal elements of B>'li gives the va.rian.ces of 
/"'-. d· 2 · £ Ti - Tt; an CT .times .the of -diagonal elements gives the covariances of 
~ ~ 
('t. - T) and(T. - T ), where i 1 j. 
. 1 t J t 
The above results will now be .used to find the .variances of the es.ti-
mates of treatment differences. No,te first of all that the b - 1 treatments 
with numbe.rs k, 2k - 1, 3k - 2, ••. , [(b - l)(k ... 1) + l] all appear twice 
since they appear in both the basic block numbe.red a and the basic block 
numbered a+ 1, respectively, for a = 1, 2, ••• , b - 1. All other treat-
ments appear in only one basic bloek. Also note. that those treatments 
that appear twice correspond to the .first element in a submatrix on the 
diagonal of (A**)-l , except that no treatment which appears in two blbcks 
.corresponds to the first element of (A** ( 1• There a.re b of these 
I 11 
(k .. 1) x (k - 1) submatrices in B~i.* , and there are b basic blocks in the 
design. With these .remarks and .those of the preceding paragraph, the 
variances of the estimates of treatment differences can be determined 
by considering two cases: 
Cas.e I. Two.treatments appearing. in the same basic block. 
Suppose the two treatments .are in block number p. Throughqut the 
remainder of this section; block will referto basic block. The.n 
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2 -1 · 
er (A>'"*) is the covariance .matrix for treatments numbered from pp . . 
p(k ... 1) - (k .. 2), thro.ugh p(k .. 1) +:l, .. which is a. total of k - l treatments. 
As noted above, the remaining trea.tment in block p als.o appears in 
block p + 1, and ._this trea.fttnent corresponds to .the first diagonal eleme.nt 
in (A*ti _ +1)-l • Hence, for the first k .. l_ treatments in block p, if i+j, 
p .• p 
~ .4 2 
Var (T. - T .) = er [ 2(2b - 2p + 2) - 2(Zb - 2p + 1) ] = 2er • 
1 J 
For treatment number kin block p, i.e., j = pk - p + 1, 
/"'--... 2 ( } 
Var (Ti - TJ' = o- [ 2 l'2b - 2(p +1) + 2 - 2 {2b - 2(p + l} + l}J= c2cr 2; , 
Therefore it makes no -difference .in the variance if a treatment appears 
/'---... 2 
in two blocks, for the variance of (1. - T.) is 2er .for any two treatments 
' 1 J 
which appear in the same block. 
Case II. Two treatments appearing in different bas.ic blocks. 
Suppose Ti is in block p and \j is in block q, where p ~ q, and con-
sider the following: 
(a) . If T. is .one of the first k - l treatments in block p, then 
1 
Var (Qt) = cr2 (12b - 2p + 2). If T. is the first treatment in block q, 
1 \ J 
/'-. 
then it is also the last. treatment in block q - 1. Then Var (T. - T ) = 
J t 
.· 2 7' /"--... -2 
er (2b - 2.q + 2), Gov [ Ti ... T t'. 'Tj - Tt ] = er (2b ... 2q + 2), and therefore 
--~ 2 . .· 
Var (T. - T .) = er [ 2b .. 2p + 2 + 2b ... 2q + 2 - 2(2b - 2q + 2) ] 
1 J 
2 = 2er ( q - p). 
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(b) If 'T. is one o.f the . .first k - 1. treatments in block p, and 'T. is o.ne 
·1 . .J 
.of the .middle k - 2 ,treatments in block .q, then 
~ 2 . 
Var ('T. - 'T.) =<T ,[2b - 2p+2+2b- 2q+2-2(2b- 2q+.l)] 
1 J . 
. 2 
= 2<T ,(q - p + 1). 
(c) • If 'T1, is one .of the first k - 1 treatments in.block p, and 'T, is the 
. J 
lae;t treatment in block .q, and hence the first trea,tment in block q + 1, 
then 
~ 2 . r } 
Var ('Ti - 'Tj) = <T .[ 2,b - 2p + 2 + 2b - 2(q+l) + 2 - 2 t2h - 2(' q+l) + 2 .] 
2 
= 2cr .(q - p +.l). 
(d). If 'Ti is .the last treatment in block p, it is. the .first treatment 
in block p + 1, and. therefore 
..,-...... 2. · 2 
Var ('Ti - 'Tt) = <T · ,[ 2b - 2(p +·l) + 2 ,] = 2<T (b .. p). 
Therefore .if 'T. is as was ,considered in (a), (b), and.(~), the .re!:!ults 
J 
are a.s given below. These resu.lts are labeled to .correspond with the 
preceding (a), (b), and, (c). 
~ 2 . 
(a). Var.('T. - 'T.) = <T ,[ 2b - 2.p + 2b - 2.q+ 2 - 2(2b - 2q + 2)] 
1 J 
. 2 ) = 2<T (q - p - l • 
~ 2 
(b) . Var ('Ti - 'T j) = <T , [ 2b .. 2p + 2b .. 2q + 2 - 2 ( 2b ~ 2q + l] 
2 = 2<T (q - p). 
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. ~ .2 [ J (c) Var-(ri - 'Tj) = er .[ 2b • 2p + 2b - 2(q +.l) + i_.- 2 2b -2(qtl)+2 ,J 
2 = 2cr ,(q -: p). 
The ref'!ults of Case II indicate that if Ti appears in block p,. but_no.t 
in block p + 1, and if 'Tj appears in block .q, but not in block.q - 1, then 
/',.... 2 /""-. 
Var (r ... r.):::; 2cr .(q - p +l). Since-Case I shows that Var (T. - r:) for 
1 J · 1 J · 
-two treattnents in the same block is 2<T2 , the only values that Var (r~.) 
. . 1 J 
Z .2 4 2 2 assumes a.re - CT , CT ., •••. , 2_bcr , where b is the number of basic 
blocks .in the design, and there are :no,;replication.s .of the basic blocks. 
,~ .... 
The E:ldensio.n of Results 
Since there are no degrees .of freedom for error in the design given 
in Jllu~Jratiop. VU, it is. useful to note that .if ea.ch ·of the b basic blocks 
is replicated r times, the_n each ele.ment of the matrix A is multiplied 
by r, which is the sa:me result obtained for -the design in Chapter III. 
Hence, if the matrices are .deno,ted by Ar a_nd A;* when r > 1,. :i.t follows 
. -1 -1 -1 
that A = rA, A** = rA**, and (A**) = r (A**) • This results.in 
r r r · 
the variances obtained in the preceding.section being divided by 
r if r > I. This res.ult was noted in Illustration IX. A similar procedure 
.to that used in.the third section of. Chapter III would show that E(;) does 
. . I 
noJ; change when eai::h bas.ic.block.is replicated r times. 
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Tes.t of the Hypothe,sis ~l = 1r 2 ·= ••• = Tt 
The .analysis of variance ta.ble for .testing. this hypothesis in the 
:case .now being consider·ed is exactly the same as shown in Taple IV 
except that R(r I a) = q** 'Bif q** ins.tead of q 1 B11q. AU.the di1:1tributional 
propertie,s remain the sarrte also, so that the test of the hypothesis is 
carried.out in exactly the .same .manner described previously. 
A Cqtnputing Procedure for .th·e Analysis .b.f Vada.nee 
It was mentio.ned .in the preceding section that. the o,nly difference in 
the analysis of varia.n.ce :table for this .case and .the one given in Table 
IV was .that R(T I a} :.: q**1 Bit q**· For any specific example, it is not 
as difficult to obtain Btf as it is. to obtain the matrix B 11 :used in 
Chapter III. However, it is desirable :to derive a computing pro,cedure 
for. the analysis of variance which does not require .the inverse or .the 
q** vector, for .theremay be instances in which a test of the hypothe- · 
sis tha,t aU the trea.tments .are .equal is the .only result desired. Since 
it happens ,that a siniple computing p.rocedure for the a,;nalysis of vari-
ance can be d.eveloped, it will be given. However, if estimate.a of the 
treattnents are desired, it is ea.sier . .to ,e;,btain Bf{ and q** to compu,te 
ijUch estimates. 
The ~erivation of a general expression for q**'Btf q** correspond-
ing, .to ,the ~pression for q 1B11qin equation (3) of Chapter III is ex-
tremely long. Therefore .a different appro.ach in obtaining a computing 
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pro,ceclure .for the .analys.is o.f varianc;:e is ]:)referred. This coniputJng 
p-ro.ced;ure will involve treating each of the. r replicates of. the .. b basic 
blocks as a separate rand:.omized block. The sum of squares for e.rror 
and for treatments .in each of these randomized .blocks can then .be com-
p,uted in the us:ual manp.e~. The sums of s.quare.s for treatme.nts from 
these b randomized blocks will be pooled .in o.rder to obtain the sum of 
square.s for treatments in the Slipped-Block Design. The same procedure 
gives.the sum of squares for error. If. the r replicates ,of:the bas.ic 
blocks are cqnsidered as being br regular blocks, them·the sum of 
aqua.res for the br regular blocks and the total s.um of squares can be 
obtained in the _reg,ular way. It will.be shown that Such a procedure .for 
.computing, the analysis of va:dance leads to an F-test for testing. the 
hypo,thesis that all the trea.tments are equal,. juS:t a.s the .one given in 
·Table-IV do.es. Suppose ,that r replications of each basic blo..ck is 
considered as a rando;miz.ed block with r blocks and k treatments. 
Then the.re are b of the.se randomiz.ed.blocks .in the design. It has 
already_ bee.n noted _that the b - 1 treatments with numbers k, 2k-,- 1, 
3k - 2, ••. , [(b ... l)(k .. 1) +l], appear in two .basic blocks, and all 
o_ther · treatments appear in o;nly one basic .block. Suppose .tha.t y . 
mnJ 
. represe.nts o.ne of the r observations .containing .trea.tment m in -the 
lh randomized block, whe.re .m = j(k - 1) .. (k .. 2), ••• , j(k - 1) ·+ l; 
. n = .. l, 2, ••• , r; a_nd j = 1, 2, ••• , b. Note ,that m ranges _over k - 1 
. consecutive integers. Then_. let y . be ,the sum of the r observations m.J . . 
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on tre.atment m in the /h randomize.a block, and let y . denote .the mean 
•• J 
of the observations .in the /h randomized block •. Then the sum of square.s 
for treatments .in the /h randomize.a block is 
(3) Gd J - - 2 r ~ (y . - y . ) , m=c m.J • •J 
whe.re c = j(k - 1) - (k - 2), and d = j(k - l} + 1. 
It is known that if each of the b expressions of the form shown in 
2 
(3) is divided b'y <Tj , then the resulting expression has a _non-central 
chi-square distribution with k - 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality 
2 
parameter X. •• The symbols <T. and X.. denote the variance and no.n-
J J J 
' th 
centrality parameter associated with the j randomized block. 
If T • is the ,constant .for treatment m in the /h randomized block, 
mJ 
then the expected mean square for treatments in that block is 
(4) 
2 
(J' • + 
J 
r 
k-1 l d _ zj i; ('T . - ·7"· .) ' m=c mJ •J 










Since (5) is .the sum of no;n-negative quantities, it follows that X.. is 
J 
zero if and only .if the k treatments in each randomized block are equal. 
Therefore the distribution of the treatment sum of squares becomes a 
ce.ntral chi-square if and only if the k treatments in any individual 
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rand_omized hlo<;k .are equal. 
Since :the "T iin.the mod.el for .the general two-way classification are 
fixed, the -individual qhi-~qu:are distributions .for .the .b randoµiiz.ed .,blo.cks 
a.l'e .independent even though -there .is one. trea~ent copimo,n to each 
adja:.ce:n.t pair of rando.miz.ed .blocks. Hence the distribution of the sutr.1 
of the.se .b chi-square .varia.te.s. is eithe.r a central or non-ce_ntral chi-
square .dii;;tribution with. b(k - 1) degrees of freeq.om. 
The error for ·the entire desig_n is the sum of the e.rrors fo.r the b 






~ - - 2 
ni=c (ymwj-Y •• j) 
2 er • 
. J 
is diei:tributed as a _nqn .. central chi-squ.a_re with b(k - l) degrees of free-
'.r1: 
dom and no.n-centrality parii,mete.r >,.,. It is .nece.ssary tb show tha.t X. = 0 
2 2 · 
H ~nd o,rtly if ~l = T 2 =.. . . = 'Tt" If it is assumed that o-j = o- for all 
j, the.n the .sum of squares for error, when divided by CT2 ., has a central 
chi-squa.re dis.tribution. 
Since ,the proposed sum of squares for treatments in the design is 
obtained by p.oolin.g.the sums of squares far treatments in the b inde-
p.en-dent rando.miz.ed blocks, the expected mean square .for treatments 
.fs Jhe sum -o-f the expected _v-alue.s of the individual components. Apply-
ing·.Theorem 10 .once ,more means that the non-centrality >,., will involve, 
apart.from multiplica,tive constants, the sum of te.rms-·of the form 
~- 2 
.,. .T .) .~. Since,these quantities are all non,;;;':hegative, the sum •• J ' . . : . . 
· of al'ly number of them is zero if a,nd only if each individual term is 
z-ero. Hence>.. is .zero ,if and only if 'Tl= Tz·· =. ~.·=.rt .. Therefore, 
the a,iialysis of variance .computed in the manner desc?'ibed provides 
a.tr F-t:est fo.r the hypothesis being considered. The cqtnputing 
procedure and test will be illusti-a,ted in Example 3, which appears 
after some more .computing.procedures are developed. 
Ei;;.timatic;m of Ti - T t 
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-~If was pointed .out at the beginning of the second section of this chap-
ter. that ; = Biiq**, 'and E(ii) = Ti - T t'. for the case_ under cqnsidera-
tion in this chapter. In this sectic:,n, a computing procedure for e$ti-
. mating 't - T . will be obtained •. The procedure ¥:'ill require .finding . . . . i t . . \. . 
\ 
Bir*= (A~*(\ hut ~ince.this is easily done for any.,,parficular example 
of the de13ign now being considered, the; computirrg p-:i;ocedure is not 
' I 
. ' . 
difficult. · The ce>mputing procedure will be valid .foi- both r = 1 and r )'. l. 
If the examples bf (A*>'~)-l =· Bif giv~n in.Illustration IX and (Aft)-l 
as- given in equ~tion (2) are considered, it becomes appa'rent that when 
r 1eplications of another basic block of size k ier added. to a'.design, with 
'· ' . 
r .replications of b basic blocks bf the same size• the b 2 S'uQn'.l.atrices o~ 
-1 . . 
(A**) · for the design with' p baeiic blocks are exa~tly the sahle as the 
bx b array of (k - 1) x (k - 1) submatrices in the lower right-hand 
portiqn of (A>:<*)-l for the .design with b + 1 blockS'. 
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Note also fro,m Illustration IX and equation (2)· that the scalar ele-
ment in the first row and column of (A**)-l is always- 2b, if the £actor 
-r .. 1 is written as a coefficient of the e.ntire matrix (A>:C>:f)-1, and b is the 
number of basic blo.cks in the design. Since (b + 1)2 = b 2 + Zb + 1, 
··· there are 2b + 1 additional submatrices in the .inverse for b + l basic 




k-1 · ·. ,, k-1 
[ I + (2b - 2 + 1) Jk-l ] = [ I + (2b - 1) Jk-l ] , 
for the inverse with b blocks, equation (2) and the examples in Illus-
. tration IX indicate that for b +,l basic blocks, the following .results hold: 
(Afy:')"'1 = [ I-+ f2(b +1) - 2+1} J:-~\] = [I+ (Zb + 1) J~=~] 
(A**)-l = [ 2 ((b + 1) - 1} 12 ,, 
k-1 
= [ 2b J 
1 
-1 . . -1 
(A**) . = [ (A•:<•~) ]' 12 · 12 
· · k 1 
(2 f(b + 1) - 1} - 1) Jk= 2 ] 
l . -1 ·. 
(A*:!~)- for b + 1 basic blocks = (A•:1c·J~~) for b .basic bloc;ks, and lJ ' ' 
(Aftt1 for b + 1 basic blocks = (Aft>"" 1 fo.r b basic blocks if j > 2. 
Since the .derivation of a general expression for T in terms of 
(A**)-l , such as was derived and listed in equations (9), (10), and (11) 
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-. of Chapter In~or the design considered in that chapter, would involve a 
very long proof, the procedure for computing i for th·e case now being 
considered will just be illustrated by an example. In view of the general 
pattern of (A>i<>~(1 that has been indicated, it should then be apparent 
that the computing procedure would hold in general for any size basic 
blockr any number of basic blocks, and any number of replications of 
the b basic blocks. 
The vector q is given by x2Y - k -l NX1Y for all the Slipped-Block 
Designs under consideration in this paper, and reference to the fifth 
section of Chapter III indicates that X~ Y is a vector in which the ith 
component is the total of all observations receiving treatment i. Als.o 
X 'Y . t . h' h h .th . h f 11 bl k N 1 1s a vec or 1n w 1c t e .1 component 1s t e sum o a oc s 
containing .treatment i. The elimination of the last component of q to 
obtain q** does .not alter this fact. Therefore .the computation of any 
component of the vector q** is straightforward. The procedure for 
.... 
obtaining q** and T = Bff' q>:o:, is illustrated in Example 3. Note also 
.that ;,q = q1B 11q = R(T I a) just as forthe case in Chapter III, since ;t =Q. 
Confidence lntervals 
If reference is made to the section on confidence intervals in Chap-
ter I, it is evident that confidence intervals on linear combinations of 
the T. can be computed just as they were for the general two .... way 
1 
classification. The only difference is that the elements b>:;'!' of B>:1°1:, in • . . lJ 
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equatio.n (15) of. Chapter I could be replaced .by the .appropriate expres-
s,on for b~>)< obtained frqm equation (2) of this chapter. Since _this 
.lJ 
wo,uld involve writing a confidence interval for each of several diffe.rent 
cases,. it is simpler to leave .the conndence.inte.rval in the more gen-
eral form of (15). The actual procedure for computing a co:tifidence 
. interval is. illus.trated in Example 3. 
An Example. To lllueltrate tlie. C brliputi,.ng Procedure 
., 
The example which follows ,illustrates. the computing procedure for 
qbtaining ,the analys.is ,af variance,· tes_ting .the hypothesis _that all the 
treatments are equal, eEltimating .treatments,. computing sta,ndard er:rors 




















~ s'6' Totals 
7 
7 
8 7 32 
:2 8 10 
3 6 4 8 21 
2 7 9 
.9 6 15 
13 21 ts 21 101 
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(1) Computation of the analysis of variance 
If the .two replications of the three basic blocks are cons.idered as 
six ind.ividual or regular blocks as indicated by the numbering in the 
fable, then the sum of squares for blocks is c;omputed in the usual way .• 
Of course, the ,total sum of sq\iares is also computed in the usual way. 
Therefore, the follow'ing results are readily obtained; 
2 2 2 
(a) The total uncorrected sum of squares is 3 + 5 + ••• + 6 = 675. 
(b) The .sum of squares for the mean is = 566 13 
18 
.' 
·(c) The sum of squares ~or the individual blocks, corrected for the 
mean, is 
2 2 2 · 2 
.1_6_+_· ·_1_5_· _+ ..... __ ._ • .....,+_2_1 ... 101 = 18 17 
3 . 18 . 18 
However, in order to compute the sum l!lf squares for treatments 
and error, the desig:p. is considered as three independent randomized 
blocks. The treatment numbers and individual block numbers are re-













Totals The total unco:t.re.cted sum of squares for the 
· . 2 2 2 . 




.The sum of squares for the roV{ totals is 
31 
2 2 2 
7 + 7 +; 17 = 19 3 !_ • 
2 2 
162 +152 ·:·1 
The sum of squares for the .column totals is 3 :; 160 3 • 
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2 
The correc.tion factor for the table is ~ = 160 t . 
The interaction fok the table, whi.ch is the error sum of squares for a 
. . · 1 1 1 
rando;mized block .design,·. is 199 + 160 6 - 193 2 -160 3 5 l • If the 3 
1 . · 1 
corre.cted sum of squares for treatments is desired, it is 193 2 - 160 6 






































The same procedure used before results in the 
sums of squa1"es as shown below, 
l E. rror i'iinn of squares :::: 12 
3 
1 
Treatment suhl of squares = lO 3 
The same procedure used before results in 
the sums of squares as shown below: 
Error sum of squares = 19 
Tre.a.tment sum of squares = 9 
If the sums of squares for treatments in the three tab~es is pooled, 
., 2 · · 2 
the .result is 52 3 • and ~~e same pr?.cedure gives 36 3 as the error 
sum of squares for the Slipped-Block Design. Combhiing .these results 
with those obtained in (a), (b), and (c) results in the analysis of variance 
given in the foUowing table: 
TABLE VIII 
AOV FOR EXAMPLE 3 
Spurce d. f, . 
To.tal 18 
Mean l 
Blocks (unadjusted) 5 
· Treatmen.t~ (adjusteq) 6 
Errol' 6 
( 2) . T. e st of H,0 i ... +1 ;:;: 1' 2 =... • • = ir- t. 
S.S. 
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. 7 a 9 = 8. 78 
. 1 
6 9 =.6.11 
. 8. 78 44 . In order to .test this hypothesis, the number 6• 11 · = 1. 1s compared 
with .4. 28,. the: i;valu.e · of the F-variate with 6 and 6 degrees of freedom. 
Since 1.44 is less than 4.28,·there is no evidence to reject H0 • 
(3) Computat~on of the standard errors 
Since. the .error mean square, gi''Ven in Table VIII, 6. 11, is an un-
biased estimate of cr2 by virtue of Theorem 7, the standard errors of 
the treatment differences are obtained by substituting th~s number for cr2 
.in the expressions worked out in Cases I and iI of the second section of 
this chapter,' and then extracting the square root of the re suit. Since 
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the r-~sults of Cases I and Ii were for r = l; it is necessary to divide by 
r = 2 for this particular example. Since ther,e are three basic blocks, 
the results of Cases I and Il" give the .results shown_ in .Table IX fo-r the 
/'.... . 
estimates of the :variances of (T. - r .), where i and J0 assume, the values 
. . 1 J . 
.indicated in the table.. The standard errors are' the squi:Lre roots of the 
en.tries· in the table. 
TABLE IX 
ESTIMATES OF VARIANCES OF TREATMENT DIFFERENCES 
:( 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
1 6. 11 6.11 12. 22 12 •. 22 18. 33 18. 33 
z: 6.11 12. 22 12. 22 18. 33 -18. 33 
~ 6~ 11 6. 11 1i.22 12.·22 
I 
4 6.U _ 12. 22 12.22 
5 6.11 6. 11 
6 6 •. 11 
(4) Estimation of r. - r 
. . 1 t 
If reference is made _to Illustration IX a_nd equations, (1) and (2) of 
• -- . .;.l 
this chapter, it is easy to write A*~ and (A**)· for ~:x,ample 3. Since 
k = 3, b i:: 3, r = 2; a_nd t = 7, the _results are ~s follows: 
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4 -2 72 0 0 0 6 5 4 3 2 
i2 4 42 0 0 0 5 6 4 3 2 
;;.2 - . .Z. 8 .. 2 -2 .,.:.,(), 4 4 4 3 2 
A** 
i 1 .. z .,.:2 . • .... 1 1 ::: 0 0 4 0 (A**) ::; - 3 3 3 4 2 
3 2 
0 o' .:. 2 ... z 8 -2' 2 2 2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 :..2 4 1 t l 1 l 
.Note that the two replications of the three basic blocks results in 
' ' . 
,,: 
each element of .AA~ £or r == l being multiplied by .two, and hence each 
element of ·(A**)-t for r = 1 is divided by two. 
Since a component qi of the vector q = X2Y - k- 1NX1Y is computed 
by subtracting l,(."" 1 times the total of all ba,sic, blocks contairi~ng treat .. 
ment i from the,: total of a,11 observafions receivihg treatment :t, the 
following result9 are obtained foT .the qi; 
1 ,' 
ql =.7 .. 3(31) = 10 --3 
1 . ) 10 
qz = 7 .. 3 (31 = - 3 
1 · · 31 
'13 = 32 .. 3 (31+ 34) = 3 
1 , 4 
q4 = 10 .. 3 ( 3 4) = :.. 3 
1 . 7 
q :c: 2,1 - - ( 3 4 + 3 6) = ., 3 5 · 3 '' 
l 6 C\6 = 9 .. 3 ( 3 ) = ... 3 
1 








As a partial che~k, the sum of the q. must be .:zero, and it is seen 
' i . . . 
that this is the case. However, since the last row and column of A were 
deleted in order to obtafo. A**, whic.h is eqliivalent to setting ; 7 = 0 in 
th.is example, there is no need to compute q 7 except as a check. · The 
re.sult de sired in this section is t = Bit q**;, wheit"e ; again indicates 
a so.lution to the system A; = q. if the product ~1*q** is formed, the 
results areas follows: 
.... 
'T 1 = .. 
7 
2 'T 2 
. 'T 5 
7 = - 2 
'j 
::; - 2 
-· 3 'T3, = 
2 
... 
T6 = .. 3 
. It is possible to arrive at several sche.mes for simplifying the 
multiplication involved in finding the prod.uct Bfi*q** _because of the 
pattern of Bif . Such procedures wilLnot be discussed in this paper. 
( 5) Confidence intervals 
Suppose tha_t a 95 per cent confidence interval is desired on T3 - t 6 • 
Reference to equafion (15) of Chapter ·I shows tha_t this means c1 = 1 and 
c 2 = - 1, so that ~t"" 0 as required by Theorem 11. The standard error 
.~ ... 3 
the estimates dftheTi' {T 3 - r 6)=T3 - 'T 6 = i - (-3)==4.50, and since 
the tabular value of the t-varia,te with 6 degree.s of freedoµi at the 5 
per cent level is 2. 447 1 the desired confidence interval is as follows: 
4. 50 - 2.447 '{12.22 ~ ,- 3 - ,. 6 ~ 4. 50 + ·2.447 Y12.22 
4. 50 - 8. 56 £: ,- :3 - 'T 6 ~ 4. 50 + 8. 56 
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This .completes the example illustrating the computing procedure 
for the analysis of the case involving r replicates of b basic blocks and 
.an overlap of one. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
.U:tide.r the assumptions given in Chapter II, the .Slipped-Block Design 
has been analyzed for the. case o.f two basic blocks and r replicatio;ns of 
two basic blocks in which the overlap between the two basic blocks .is 
greater than or equal to one •. An analysis has also been given for a 
design with two or .more basic blocks if the overlap is o.ne •. In both of 
these .ca.ses, the the.oryleading.to an analysis .of variance, testing of· 
hypotheses, estimating treatments, finding standard error·s o,£ treat-
rilent differences, .. and deter.mining confide.nee intervals was developed .. 
A computing procedure for obtaining each of thes.e quantities was devel-
oped, and .examples we re worked out in order to ;illustrate. the computing 
procedure. The block size .and number of treatments could be as desired 
by the experimenter in both cases. 
An' analysis has not been worked out for the case in which the num-
ber of blocks is greater than two ~hen the overlap is greater than one. 
/' 
Neither has any particular application of the Slipped-Block Designs to 
actual experimentation be.en given in this .thes.is, but it is believed that 
they may prove useful in survey-type experiments .in which s.ome info.r-
mation on a large number of treatments .is desired, but only a small 
number of observatio.ns on e.ach treatment is available. 
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